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"Respect the law and the lawman" was the theme of the Thursday
meeting of the Murray Civitan Club. Speakers were Murray Police Chi
ef
Brent Manning, second right, and Calloway County Deputy Sheriff Bennie
Jackson, second left, who stressed that crime in our community could be
greatly reduced if the thirty thousand residents of Murray and Calloway
County would be more aggressive in their support and cooperation to c
ity
and county policemen. One official pointed out that several laws 
relating
to juveniles and police action against law violators seriously limit the 
ac-
tion that police officers can take against criminals. Don Alley, left, 
Civitan
Club president, and Elbert Thomason, right, president-elect, pr
esented
Jackson and Manning with Appreciation Awards. The Civitans en
dorsed
the "patrol car fleet plan" being put into use by the Calloway 
County fiscal
Court and the Murray City Council At the Civitan club's next mee
ting on
February 5, preachers of Murray and Calloway County will be 
honored.
Includes $40 Billion Deficit
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon January 16, 1976 15 Per Copy One Sect
ion — 14 Pages
Local Deputy Cites Admission
By Suspect In Robbery-Murder
PARIS, Term. (AP) — A Calloway
County deputy sheriff testified Thur-
sday that Donald Ray Scott admitted to
him that he and a companion killed
Henry County farmer Travis Lax and
wounded his wife when the Lazes in-
terrupted the two men in the process of
burglarizing their home.
Deputy Gerald Boyd told the court
Scott told him this as Scott led
authorities to locations in east Calloway
County only hours after the murder
where items stolen from a neighbor of
Lax were recovered. The items in-
cluded a Florida license plate, a 20-
gauge shotgun, two clock-radios and a
wall clock.
Scott, 20, and Terry Mitchell Corn-
pton, 22, both from Calloway County,
have been charged with first-degree
murder, attempted murder and rob-
bery.
Earlier in the day jury selection was
complted after nearly 140 potential
jurors were called over a 21/2-day period
this week. Twelve jurors and an
alternate were chosen, the last one
finally selected in mid-afternoon
Ford Expected To Receive 1977's
$395 Billion Budget Wednesday
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 1977
federal budget will realistically
separate the things the nation can af-
ford to do from those it wants to do,
says Budget Director James T. Lynn.
Lynn also said in an interview
Thursday the 1977 budget will be the
first step toward achieving balanced
federal budgets within three years.
The budget, which Lynn said will
provide for a total federal spending of
nearly $395 billion and a deficit of at
least $40 billion, will be presented to
Congress by President Ford on Wed-
nesday.
Ford told reporters on Thursday he
still has not trimmed the proposed
Clearing And Colder
Slow clearing and colder tonight. Lows
in the low and mid teens. Fair and cold
Saturday. Highs in the mid 20s. Partly
cloudy and continued cold Sunday.
budget down to his target figure of $395
billion, but said he would get there by
Wednesday.
White House Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said Thursday the budget also
will include a $10 billion cut in taxes and
reductions in the number of federal
workers. Nessen said Ford will also ask
for tax incentives to stimulate con-
struction and heavy industry.
"The budget will contain provisions
to reward businessmen who invest in
new plants and equipment which create
new jobs — permanent, well-paying
jobs in the private economy instead of
make-work jobs on the federal
payroll," Nessen told a meeting of the
Shreveport, La., Chamber of Com-
merce.
Lynn declined to reveal specific
components of the budget, but he said it
"gives full recognition to the priorities




Hospit#1 board discussed several items
at its regular meeting Thursday, ac-
cording to Hospital Administrator
Stuart Poston.
Much of the discussion centered
around approval of the hospital's ap-
plication for an additional 38 beds at the
initial level of consideration. The ap-
plication must go through two more
approvals early this year before final
okay for the project.
The board approved, however,
preliminary design by architects to
include the 38 beds in the construction
project now being begun at the hospital,
so that the project will not be delayed if
final approval is granted.
The board also met with two com-
panies who proposed to be the fiscal
agent for the construction bonds for the
project, however, no decision was
made.
Discussion was also held on the
medical office building, and a report is
expected on local physicians' interest in
office space in the proposed building on
the hospital grounds within 30 days.
"We kept in mind there are lots of
things we would like to do and only
certain things we realistically can
afford to do at any given time," he
added.
Lynn said next year's deficit will be
yar the $40 billion to ;44 billion
projected by the President last
October. The deficit would be the
second highest since World War IL
One Held On
Drug Charges Here
Murray City Police have teported
charging a Calloway County man,
Martin K. Wells, Route Five, with
possession of marijuana and possession
of amphetamines.
Wells, 18, is also wanted in Raleigh,
N. C. for escape from a detention
center, breaking and entering and auto
theft, and will be extradited, police
said.
He is being held without bond after a
state and city policek investigation
ended with his arrest Wecrnesday night.
He is charged with two counts of












Deaths & Funerals 14
State Democratic Party Ends
Year With $668,109.73 Deficit
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Democratic Party raised $2
million for Julian Carroll's successful
campaign for governor but rmished the
year $668,109.73 in debt, the state party
treasurer reports.
The state Democratic Central
Committee heard the 1975 report from
the treasurer, Larry Greathouse,
during its meeting Thursday.
The committee also dealt with
questions concerning the state's May 25
presidential primary and delegate
selection for the party's national
convention next summer.
Greathouse told the committee that
the party cleared only $55,000 from its
$100-aplate Inauguration Eve fund
raiser at Louisville.
The dinner and performances by
Anthony Newly and Burt Bacharach
brought in ;159,578, Greathouse
reported, but it cost $103,925.89 to set up
the affair.
He said that included a $25,000 note,
signed by state Democratic Chairman
Howard "Sonny" Hunt, which hasn't
been paid.
Funds from the festivities had been
expected to pay off at least half the
$140,000 debt left from Wendell Ford's
1974 campaign for the U.S. Senate.
But Greathouse said none of it has
been paid. He said the party paid
$11,000 in interest last year on the Ford
loans.
Also, he said, the Democrats still owe
$450,000 on their party headquarters at
Frankfort, where Thursday's meeting
was held.
He said $27,000 was paid in interest
last year on the building's 6 per cent
note, which comes due quarterly.
Nothing was paid on the principal of the
mortgage during 1975.
The report included a number of
smaller debts, such as bills owed
lawyers who represented Democratic
leaders in investigations of alleged
fund-raising irregularities These debts
total about $26,000
The central executive committee
voted final approval of a delegate
selection plan for the party's national
convention next summer.
The state Democrats will seek two
changes in Kentucky's presidential
primary law during the current
General Assembly, to make the law
comply with national Democratic
delegate-selection rules.
One change would allow any can-
didate receiving at least 15 per cent of
the primary vote to receive a propor-
tionate number-of Kentucky's delegates
on the first ballot at the national
convention.
The current law gives only the top
four finishers a share of the delegates'
first-ballot votes.
The other change would allow each
presidential candidate to select the top
five or six persons in each
congressional district who would be
acceptable as delegates supporting
him.
The current law provides that anyone
on a list of delegates sent to the can-
didate who is "not disapproved" by the
candidate "shall be deemed to be ap-
proved."
Those wanting to be national con-
vention delegates are to notify the state
party chairman 30 days before the
primary. Five days later, the can-
didates will be mailed the lists of those
who want to support them as delegates
Thursday.
Most of those rejected were excused
because they knew Lax, a prominent
man in the county, or had formed
opinions on the case from media ac-
counts and weren't able to put those
opinions aside. Others were excused
because they wouldn't send a man to
the electric chair.
Only a small percentage of those
called were women, and defense at-
torneys before the start of the trial last
Tuesday objected to the methods of
jury selection, contending it excluded
minorities and females. Circuit Court
Judge Dick Jerman overruled the
objection. One black and one female
were included on the panel.
Boyd's statement highlighted the
three hours of testimony heard Thur-
sday, which included Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Weston and law enforcement
officials from Kentucky and Tennessee.
The prosecution strategy appeared to
be to firmly establish its case against
Scott first before moving on to evidence
against Compton.
Any direct testimony or evidence
implicating Compton was removed
from Thursday's proceedings and Boyd
was allowed to tell the jury only Scott's
name.
Scott's attorney, Marvin Morton, told
the jury in his opening statement that
Scott had confessed to his participation
in the spree, had freely aided
authorities during the investigation but
that he did not kill anyone.
Boyd told the jury Scott said he and
his companion drove from Murray
down to Dover, Term., to have Scott
introduced to his companion's sister.
They then broke into a vacant white
frame house and stole the clocks and
the shotgun.
Later, then each fired three shells
from the gun at an old gravel pit nearby
'and then went to the Lax home. Boyd
said Scott mentioned that the two were
leaving the front door of the home when
some people appeared. The companion
allegedly grabbed the shotgun Scott
was carrying and shot at the woman
near the front door of the home. The
companion then went after Lax Scott
claimed fatally wounding him near the
driveway entrance.
The Westons told the court they were
driving past the Lax home about 7:30 or
8 p. m. Aug. 4 after visiting relatives
nearby and saw two slightly built men
get into a car with Florida plates and
drive off. Mrs. Weston said she also saw
a body lying near the road and they
returned to investigate.
Weston said Mrs. Lax had a wound in
her right upper back and upon checking
Lax he appeared to be still alive.
Mrs. Weston said the two men she
saw were slightly built, tall, one blond
and one dark-haired, and one with a
mustache. She wasn't able to identify
Scott and Compton as the two she saw.
Another Calloway County deputy
sheriff, David Ballantine, told the court
he heard a description of the car and its
occupants over the radio and, knowing
both Scott and Compton previously,
drove to Scott's house.
Ballantine arrested Scott when the
plates on his '69 Plymouth were found
missing, and he testified the defendant
later led them to where the plates had
been discarded.
Other witnesses included David
Coker, a Murray patrolman who
established the defendants' presence in
Murray earlier that day, and Kentucky
State Police Dot., Joe Hill, who testified
about the arrest of Compton later that
evening.
Leon Williams, Henry County sheriff,
told the court of his investigation and
said Scott made a statement to him at
the time, leading the sheriff through the





rates will be 3 per cent higher next
month, or 70 cents more for each 1,000
kilowatt hours, the Tennessee Valley
Authority has announced.
Basic home power bills in February
will range from about $21 to $25 for the
first 1,000 kilowatt hours used,
depending on local rate schedules, TVA
said Thursday.
A spokesman for the Murray Electric
System said home heating bills will go
up about $3 to $4 for average consumers
on the bill received in March, after a
three per cent hike amounting to 70
cents per thousand kilowatt hours by
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
The agency said its monthly fuel
adjustment for bills received on meters
read on or after Feb. 2 will go up 70
cents per 1,000 kilowatt hours. This will
make the rate $5.85 per 1,000 kilowatt
hours used.
The new adjustment ends four
months of declining rates. TVA said the
rate boost is based on higher costs in
producing power and purchases. of
electricity from other utilities during
the past month.
Lee Sheppeard of TVA's information
staff said the $5.85 is comprised of $4.25
for fuel costs to TVA and $1.60 for the
cost of power purchased from other
systems.
Commenting on the four months of
declining adjustments, Sheppeard
saidthe reductions came at the end of
the summer air conditioning season
and before heavy demands of winter.
"The cold weather in December just
reversed the downward trend of the fall
at the end of the air conditioning
season," he said. "The adjustment
could go up again in March if the
weather is colder for January than it
was in December."
Tennessee had the coldest weather of
the winter last week.
In the last four months, TVA rates
declined $2.67 per 1,000 kilowatt hours.
TVA power is distributed in most of
Tennessee and parts of Mississippi,
Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina,
Virginia and Kentucky.
Bonding Official Says House Will
Oppose Bill Outlawing Bail Bonds
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
president of Johnson Bonding Co.,
Kentucky's largest bail bond company,
says the Kentucky House will strongly
oppose an effort to outlaw commercial
bail bonding.
Jimmy Johnson, president of the
Paducah-based company, said Thur-
sday he had talked with several law
enforcement officers about the
proposal by Gov. Julian Carroll, and
"they're bitterly against it."
Carroll announced Wednesday he
would back a bill, to be introduced in
the General Assembly next week, to
make bail bonding illegal.
The bill would allow arrested persons
to post 10 per cent of their bonds with
court clerks, rather than with private
bondsmen.
"I don't think the people in the House
will go for a bill of this type. In my
opinion most every police Officer and
sheriff in Kentucky will be against it,"
Johnson said. "I just believe that the
representatives of this state, after
talking with their people that voted
them into office, will think this bill is a
bad bill."
Though he acknowledged
"problems" with commercial bail
bonding in Kentucky, Johnson said he
didn't believe the current law needed
strengthening.
"I don't think anything can go =-
detected now, because they're doing
their job," he said.
The state Department of Insurance is
in charge of policing the bail bond in-
dustry, and Insurance Commissioner
Harold McGuffey disagreed with
Johnson.
He said the department has only
r.
three people assigned to bail bonding
activities, and added that proper
regulation would require more funds
and personnel.
The Kentucky State Police, mean-
while, completed an investigation of
Gov. Julian Carroll's report that a
threatening phone call had been made
Wednesday morning to his brother,
Neel, of Paducah.
Carroll said a caller had told his
brother that if the governor supported
the bail bond proposal, derogatory
information about him would be sup-
plied to the Louisville Courier-Journal.
John Nichols, the governor's press
secretary, said the "confidential" state
police report probably would be turned
over today to Franklin County
commonwealth% attorney Ray Corns,
who would decide if prosecution were
warranted.
1
Marge Hays, left, and ferry Fitch, right, co-chairmen of the 1976 March of Dimes it Murray and Calloway
County are shown with Martha "tee" ICinsey of Sedalia, who is serving as Kentucky State Poster Child for the
second year. Volunteers for the Mother's March will be coining to local doors during the week of January 19-
21 'Your donations will help lee and the 200,000 other youngsters born each year with birth defects," co-
chairmen said. The Welcome Wagon Newcomer's Club of Murray is sponsor for the March of Dimes.
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Reader Doesn't Like
i)oll That Develops
DEAR ABBY: I understand that they now have a doll on
the market that laciks like a flat-chested pre-teen girl until
you twist her arm. Then she "grows" an inch or so and
sprouts a pretty little bust.
Abby, what kind of toy is this? Do you think childrenyounggs enough to play with dolls should know about such,I
Where will all this end? Next thing you know there will be
le boy doll that "becomes a man" when his arm is twisted.
I think toys of this kind should be outlawed. Please print
your opinion in the paper. Maybe others would like to
comment.
DEAR DISGUSTED: I we nothing wrong with a child's
knowing that pre-teen girls develop into shapely young
women. I think you're making mountains out of molehills.
DEAR ABBY: Although I've always been in a good
physical condition, for the last year I've been lifting weights
regularly as a form of exercise. I want to keep my muscles
strong and maintain a good physique.
I've had people tell me that weight-lifting is very hard on
the heart. Others say it creates back problems, and I've
heard that if I discontinue it in later life, I will become soft
and flabby.
What do you say? Is weight-lifting beneficial to one's
health? Are there any dangers? How does it compare with
calisthenics such as push-ups, sit-ups, jogging and
bicycling?
I've had so many different opinions. Maybe you can get
the straight dope from someone who really knows.
WEIGHT-LIFTER
DEAR LIFTER: That's a heavy assignment, but I've
polled some experts and the word from here is: Don't go in
for weight-lifting without coaching from an expert.
Weight-lifting alone will build muscles, but it won't keep
you in shape unless you combine it with other forms of
exercise. Before you undertake any strenuous exercise
program, SEE YOUR PHYSICIAN to find out bow much
you can safely take.
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem that I hope you won't
think is too dumb to consider. It's my rotten mouth.
Whenever I get angry, I lose my temper and cuss a blue
streak.
I am a 27-year-old housewife with average intelligence
and two children ages 5 and 3.
When I use foul language, my meet husband gets
disgusted with me and says, "I wish you wouldn't use
language like that."
I really want to stop it because I don't want to set a bad
example for my children. I surely wouldn't want them to
imitate me.
Please help me.
DEAR ASHAMED: Anger is an honest emotion. It's
unhealthy to suppress it, so let it out! But instead of using
foul language, substitute other words and expressions. ("Oh
shoot!" and "Son of a sea cook" work very well.)
It's not easy to break lifelong habits. But it's not
impossible.
Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132
1„eaky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for AU Occasions." Please enclose a
long. self-addressed. stamped (28a) envelope.
'Treva Mathis Presents Program
At Meet Of Sigma Department
Mrs. Treys Mathis, home
economics instructor at
Murray State University,
entertained the members of
the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club at the
regular meeting held Monday,
December 12, at 7:30 p. m. at
the club house.
The instructor gave a
discussion and presentation of
Innovative table decorations.
She gave the Sigmas ideas for
clever hostess aprons, unusual
place mats, egg basket cen-
terpieces, and lovely table
clothes. She also delighted the
members by providing recipes
for and serving several





Hostesses for the evening
were Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
Mrs. Donald Hughes, Mrs.
Donald Keller, Mrs. Leonard
Whitrner, Mrs. Joe Prince,
Mrs. Larry Contri, and Mrs.
Morgan Sisk.
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will hold a
meeting at the club on
Tuesday, January 20, at seven
p. m.
Mrs. Bert (Sandy) Coleman,
president, urges all members
to attend.
MARRIED SIXTY YEARS - Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Perry of 203 Pine Street, Murray, are
today observing their 60th wedcing anniversary. They were married on this day in
1916 and have resided in Murray all of their married life. Mrs. Perry, the former Flora
Mae Rowlett, daughter of the late Johnny and Anna McCuiston Rowlett of New Con-
dorci, is employed by Mrs. Gaylord Forrest and was employed previously by the late
Dr. Rob Mason and at local tobacco factories. Mr. Perry, son of the late Lee and Jenny
Wicker Perry, operates a blacksmith shop on the East Highway, Murray. Mrs. Perry
sings in the choir at St. John's Baptist Church and her hobbies are quilting and growing
roses. She has made over forty quilts in her spare time and some have been shown in
shops in Nashville, In. Both Mr. and Mrs. Perry are sill active in their home, church, and
community work.
Saturday, Jahuary 17
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p. m.
Gamma Xi Alumnae
Chapter of Alpha Gamma
fraternity will meet at
the Chapter room, MSU
campus, at ten a.m. with Ann
Driver in charge of the
Program
Country music show
featuring the Fire Mountain
Group and other guests will be -
held at Old Hardin School at
7:30 p.m. Admission will be
$1.50.
Murray Hairdressers will
have a flea market at the
American Legion Building
from 9:30 a.m. to four p.m.
"Showboat 76," musical
extravaganza, will be
presented by Sixth Grade of
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School at 7:15
p.m.
Chapter M Of P. E. 0. will
have a twelve o'clock lun-
cheon at the Waterfield
Student Center with Mrs.
Alfred Lindsey, Jr., as
chairman of the program.
Sunday, January 18
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rowland
will be honored with a
reception in celebration of
their golden wedding an-
niversary from two to four
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House. They request no
gifts please. All friends and
relatives are invited.
Paul Kling, violinist, and
Taka Kling, harpist, will be
presented in a concert by the
Murray Civic Musi
Association at Lovett
Auditorium. MSU. at three p
m.
Sunday, Janaury 18
Happy Life Quartet and The
Kings Sons will sing at Temple
Hill United Methodist Church
at two p.m.
Third Sunday Fellowship
will be at Independence
United Methodist Church at
seven p.m.
Monday, January 19
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association will
meet at the Federal Savings
and Loan Community Room at
6:30p.m.
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Modena Butterworth at one
p.m. Note change in meeting
place.
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with Juanita Lynn presenting
the program.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at seven p.m.
Monday, January 19
A membership drive for the
Bluegrass State CB Club will
be held at the Calloway
County Court House at seven
p. m. All licensed CBers are
welcome to attend. Call 753-
4079 for information.
NknidWy,January19
Shopping for county senior
citizens to Murray will be at
1:30 p.m. Call 753-0929 by 1l30
a.m. for transportation.
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
have a potluck supper at the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church at six p.m. Call Jan
Maddox, 753-8193, for in-
formation and transportation.
Tuesday, January 26
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for senior citizens with a
health day for tests and shots
at 10:30 a.m., sack lunch at
noon, band practice at 12:30
p.m., and square dance
lessons at two p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Raifilsow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will meet at
ten a.m. in the church library
with Mrs. Cleo Apperson of
Mayfield as guest speaker.
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will meet at the club at
seven p.m.
Murray-Kenlake Flotilla, U.
S. Coast Guard, will start a
course in Room 102, Carr
Health Building, MSU, at
seven p.m.
Bible Study Group will meet
with Mrs. Corinne McNutt, 712
Main Street, at 7:30 p.m.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Ronald Barrow of Murray
Route Seven has been




Events have been scheduled
for the -Senior Citizens of
Murray and Calloway County
during the coming week,
according to the release from
the local Senior Citizens' of-
fice.
Monday
Shopping for senior citizens
of Calloway County will be to
Murray and the shopping
centers at 1:30 p. m. Persons
should call 753-0029 by 11:30 a.
rn. for transportation.
The Kirksey Senior Citizens
will have a potluck supper at
the Kirksey United Methodist
Church at six p. m. For in-
formation or transportation
call Jan Maddox at 7534193.
Tuesday
The Ellis Center will open at
ten a. m. with devotion at
10:05 a. m., program at 10:30
a. m., sack lunch at 11:30 a.
m., band practice at 12:30 p.
m., and square dance lessons
at two p. in.
For the program at the Ellis
Center, the Calloway County
Health Department will have
a health day for all Murray
and Calloway senior citizens
at 10:30 a. m. Tuesday. Blood
pressure tests, TB skin tests,
and diptheria and tetnaus
shots (If needed) will be given.
For a Pap test call the health
department, 753-3381, for





Baby Boy Evans (Mother
Susan), Rt. 1, Almo.
DISMISSALS
Miss Lora Wilson, Rt. 4,
Benton, Miss Tanna Austin,
Rt. 1, Palmersville, Tenn.,
Mrs. Freda Wisdom, Rt. 4,
Box 410A, Paris, Tn., Master
Michael Crouch, Rt. 2,
Mayfield, Mrs. Willie Vance,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Nell
Housden, 314 Woodlawn Dr.,
Murray, Robert Broyles, 114
Ash St., Murray, Mrs. Irene
Beard, Rt. 3, Box 139, Murray,
Mrs. Alice Goheen, 1721
Walnut St., Benton, Leonard
Barrow, Rt. 5, Murray,
Donald Brown, P.O. Box 4790
Hart Hall, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra Mitchell, Box 364,
Cadiz, Mrs. Stella Pritchett,
Dexter, Miss Debbie Garland,
908 A Riviera Cts., Murray,
Mrs. Valera Jordan, Rt. 2, So.
Manor, Apt. F-1, Fulton, Mrs.
Susan Peebles, 811 Vine St.
Murray, Mrs. Charlotte Foy,
Box 114, Lynnville, Mrs.
Sharon Arant and Baby Boy,
Rt. 7, Box 62, Murray, Mrs.
Barbara Todd and Baby Boy
Rt. 4, Box 615 A., Murray,
Clyde McMullins, 110 Spruce.
Murray, Robert Jones, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Frank Pace, 601
Broad St., Murray, Mrs.
Shellie Lamb, 106 S. 10th,
Murray, Morris Futrell, Rt. 5,
Cadiz, Mrs. Obera Brittain,
Rt. 5, Box 110, Murray, Mrs.
Emma Blagg, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray.
transportation.
The Arts and Crafts section
will meet at the Dexter
Community Center at 9:30 a.
m. Tuesday.
Wednesday
The Lynn Grove Senior
Citizens will meet Wednesday
at 1:30 p. m. at the Salem
Baptist Church with Ola
Adams to teach the lesson on
"Making Cloth Flowers." For
Information or transportation
call 753-8193.
Bowling will be at Corvette
Lanes at 1:30 p. in. Wed-
nesday.
Thursday
The Ellis Center will open at
ten a. in. for senior citizens
with devotion at 10:05 a. m.,
arts and craft lessons at 10:30
a. m., sack lunch at noon, and
table games at one p.m.
Friday
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be to Roses, down
town, and Parker's Grocery
starting at twelve noon.
Please note that the shopping
will be during the afternoon
only.
The wedding of Miss
Suzanne Dick, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Dick, to Billy
K. Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bulas Wilson, will be
solemnized at a small family
wedding on Saturday,
January 31, at the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
Several events have been
held in honor of Miss Dick
including the following:
Miscellaneous shower on
Wednesday, January 7, at the
home of Miss Debra Billington
with Miss Donna Knight, Mrs.




Saturday, January 10, at the
Merry Corner Baptist Church
with Mrs. Joe Wilkerson and
Mrs. Darrell Mitchell as
hostesses.
Miscellaneous shower on
Monday, January 12, by Mrs.
Milburn Outland at her home.
Household shower on
Thursday, January 15, at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
toan Building given by Mrs.
Jerry Barrett, Mrs. Jimmy
Wilson, Mrs. Bob Wilson, Mrs.
Bobby Locke, and Mrs. Joe
1 753-5273 Murray, Ky.
,LARGE VOLUME- LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR 
The Murray Area
Vocational Education Center
DECA Chapter had its 14th
professional meeting. The
main activity of this meeting
was to provide the DECA
students with facts about the
DECA Center. This was ac-
complished by showing the
students a slide presentation.
The slides were to help the
Murray students be more
encouraged to donate to the
protect, and to assist the
students with information so
that businesses may be
solicted.
Donna Tabers was in charge
of the program, and she in-
troduced the DECA Center
Program. All the DECA
Members viewed the slide
presentation.
The members of the Murray
DECA Chapter received a
great deal of good information
about the new DECA Center.
The slide presentation gave
everyone a better idea of the
need for the Center and why
the collection of money was so
important. After this program
the DECA Chapter pulled
together to collect money
from the individual members
as well as from the com-
munity.
Dalton.
Also planned is a tea on
Sunday, January 18, at the







































































































































FOR SATURDAY, JANUARY 17, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARMS
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
Mighty splendid aspects
should encourage an en-
thusiastic you — with your skills
sharpened and activities
properly directed. A day for
action!
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Venus favorable. Romance
and your artistic pursuits
stimulated. A good period for
reevaluating your long-range
pro)ects and putting them on a
more solid basis.
GEMINI
(May V to June 21) 114fr
A poised, unruffled manner
and concise planning, together
with a sound investment of time





(June n to July 23)
,Secretaries Plan
Meeting Monday
The Murray Chapter of The
National Secretaries
Association (International)
will meet Monday, Jan. 19, at
6:30 p.m. at the Federal
Savings and Loan Community
Room.
Dr. Vernon Gantt, chairman
of the Department of Speech
and Theatre at Murray State
University, will be the guest
speaker. His speech is entitled
"Words Are Meaningless —
The Role That Language
Plays in Our Daily Life."
Theta Department
To Meet Monday
The Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday, January 19, at
7:30 p. m, at the club house.
Mrs. Juanita Lynn of
Juanita's Florist will present
the program on "How To Care
For House Plants." Members
are asked to bring any plants
they have questions con-
cerning their care or prepare
questions concerning any
other plants, according to
Mrs. Cliff Campbell, program
chairman.
Hostesses will be Mrs. C. W.
Jones, Mrs. Homer Miller,
- and Mrs. Louis Kerlick.
REFRIGERATE!
Because cream pies,
custards, puddings and other
egg-milk combinations are
particularly susceptible to



















Day may not be exciting but,
if you look in the right places,
you will find more than
adequate reason for rejoicing.
Get an early start!
LEO
(July IR to Aug. 23) 444A
Sidestep any activity that
could hamper your forward




(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Excellent prospects for
general interests and your
special desires — if they are
within the realm of possibility.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Plan your schedule so as to
allow for handling not only
essentials, but some unexpected
new activities. Be realistic, too.
Do not confuse wishful thinking
with "inspiration "
SCORPIO At110
(Oct. 24 to Nov. V)
An auspicious period. If you
cooperate smartly, you can
make up for lost lime or tweak
through any barriers to new
attainment.
SAGITTARIUS
i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Discretion and secrecy may
be your most important tools if
you are aiming at so rse unusual
financial obyective
CAPRICORN
Dec 22 to Jan. 30) V61
Avoid a tendency toward
lethargy. Rewards will be




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Good Uranus influences, but a
few -tricky" spots will bear
watching. Properly alert,
however, you can eradicate
than and go on to bigger and
better things.
PISCIM
(Feb. 213 to Mar. 30)
Hunches sometimes warn
when not to speak or act but are
often ignored. Better pay at-
tention to them, and to the
suggestions of the experienced
now. Avoid excitability.
YOU BORN TODAY are
creatively inclined but have a
practical side as well; are
generally ambitious and per-
severing in your efforts to reach
the goals you set for yourself.
You have an excellent memory,
which can be of great help in
whatever your chosen canter.
Your personality is an outgoing
one and this fact, coupled with
your gift of leadership, could
lead you to the top in busbiese,
statesmanship, the military a
the law. Literature and,7 the
educational field are alsa
cellait outlets for your taletia.




TARTING VIAMONDA KNIT SALE YOU 'Li NOT WANT TO MISS!
SUPER SAAECTION -SUPER QUALITY -SUPER VALUES
SPRING KNIT SALE
SAVE 30% AND EVEN MORE ON MILL/KEN VISA





































































































THIS SPRING. . . GO WITH
011111 SI
TEXTURIZED POLYESTER FABRICS
I sit KEEPS ITS COOL KEEPS ITS CLEAN KEEPS ITS BRIGHT
SENSATIONAL BUY! NEW SPRING DESIGNERS SAMPLE PIECES OF FINEST
'Yak.
MILLIKEN IV I SI POLYESTER KNITS
• 100% Polyester Double Knits, 50" wide
• 1 to 6 yard Designers Sample Pieces
• All Brand New Spring '76 VISA Knits
• All Wanted Solid Color Weaves & Stitches
• On Bolts these would sell for $2.99 to $4.99 yd.
-74r:S7 $122QUAIITV rJ
YD.




POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITSAn exquisite Group of Co-Ordinated Fancy and Sow DoubleKnits in ell the newsier Spring Colors arid Wafts,. Hers is yourfor sect seiec000fchance to Save on Famous Milliken -VISA" •
• 100% 
Polyester Double Knits, Full Botts
• 2 color Fancies with Matching Solids t,r)
• All the Newest Spring Colors and Weaves
• Never Before such fine Knits at this Low Price
• Compare these Elsewhere at $3.00 to $3.50 a yard
U. COTO ogriv,
Yes, Go with VISA, Such Famous Fashion Houses as "Jentzen",
-Bobbie Brooks", "Korot- of California and many others uss Vim
Knits exclusively in there New Spring Fashions! VISA Knits act-
ually help you feel cool and comfortable, no matter what the
climate. Colon stay baight•s, whites stay whiter!
NEW SPRING '76 ORIGINAL DESIGNERS DYED — TO — MATCH
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
31!..8
• Exclusive New Designs, Colors and Weaves
• Multi Color Morotrancic Double Knits
• Printed Interlock Double Knits
• New Multi Stripe Boucle Knits
• A Complete Dyed — To — Match Color Story













LOV.L.SI PRICI-S ON AL ,
iff5: r QUALITY FARRIr
.44114.4 4.414-0.444...4114.44
LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE
ono... gem .•• . or..••
•16.41•1 •••14/ • .4 NO.
-(e.• 10.
204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
9 - 5 (M - Th)
9 - 6 (Friday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
• 4r
f Published ByWalter L. Apperson, publisher MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc.The Murray Ledger & TimesR. Gene McCutcheon, editor
Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of provide a forum for the free exchange of differing
optnions Lotted to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors ol this ou.per strongly believe that to linut
opinionated articles to only the.. whsch parrallel the editorial
philosophy ol this newspaper would be. disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers Wha de not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an 'savable' writer in • Mum, to respond
with their feelings on the particular ewe being discussed
OPINION PAGE
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HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
: answer questions and solve problems —
, fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 44415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
: Heartline: Could you please explain
r what is meant by the "two-tier" system
; under the new Railroad Retirement Act
f of 1974 (PL 93-445 )? C. K.
Answer: The "two-tier" system
; refers to the two components of the
; regular annuity. The first "tier" (tier
iI) is determined about the same way as
011ocial Security and is based on a per-
* n's total earnings both inside and
tside the railroad industry. The
ond "tier" ( tier II) Is a staff-type
. benefit based solely on a person's work
Ilti the railroad industry.
. -. Heartline: Is the supplemental an-
nuity for Railroad Retirement in either
l'ef the two tiers? D. T.
Answer: No, the supplemental an-
nuity is a benefit that is separate from
th "tier" I and "tier" II.
Heartline: Why did Social Security
!recipients get an 8 per cent increase in
.1975, while we on railroad retirement
4ot less than that? F. B.
Z Answer: Under the Railroad
ZRetirement Act of 1974, all increases in
t""tier" I benefits are based on rises in
he Consumer Price Index (CPI); thus,
10 Years Ago
. Kenneth Thomas was named
"Jaycee of the Month" for December at
special board meeting of the Murray
;Jaycees.
• Buel E. Stalls, Major, Air Force
t.eserve, is currently attending the
National Security Seminar from
January 10-21 at Cheyenne, Wyoming.
Wayne Suiter died yesterday at his
home in Detroit, Mich. Funeral ser-
vices will be held here on January 30.
' A Dale Carnegie Course, sponsored
by the Murray Lions Club, will start
here soon.
The Lynn Grove Wildcats beat the
Faxon Panthers for the championship
of the Calloway County Grade School
Basketball tournament.
. Murray State College beat Morehead
86 to 79 in a basketball game with Herb
McPherson getting 28 points for
Murray.
Elmer Sholar and William H. Maupin
01 Murray have been elected to
ilnembership in the American Angus
!Association.
;20 Years Ago
The ministers of the Memphis Con-
(rrence of the Methodist Church will
gather this afternoon at Kenlake Hotel
for the annual prayer retreat with some
150 to 200 ministers to attend. Leaders
are Dr. Frank Laubach and Dr.
Truman Potter.
; The Murray Tobacco Market was
high in western fire cured sales this
reek with an average of $34.33 on
1.144,937 pounds sold.
; Calloway Countians received $242,626
during the past year in the grants to the
cad age assistance, dependent children,
ikid needy blind.
; Rezina Senter presided at the
tibeeting of the Executive Board of the
Onited Church Women held at College
Presbyterian Church. Mrs. B. F.
9cherffius and Mrs. Paul T. Lyles
participated in the program.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Seven Year Itch" starring
Marilyn Monroe and Tom Ewell.
they are the same as those under Social
Security. The "tier" II portion of the
Railroad Retirement annuity is limited
to four yearly increases, beginning in
June 1977. These will be based on 32.5
per cent of the increase in the Con-
sumer Price Index for the preceding
year.
Heartline: Are any changes in the
Railroad Retirement Act anticipated in
the near future? S. B.
Answer: No, the labor-management
negotiating committee agreed to a
moratorium on all changes to the act
until January 1978. However, any
future liberalizations in Social Security
benefits will apply to Railroad
Retirement beneficiaries.
Heartline: I am a retired railroad
worker, and all my work was in the
railroad industry. My question is, can
the new Railroad Retirement Act
decrease the amount of my annuity? C.
F.
Answer: No, under the new act, any
railroad worker who retired before Jan.
1, 1975 and worked only for the railroad
industry is guaranteed at least the
same amount as before the new act.
Heartline: If I qualify for Medicare
under Railroad Retirement, will
Heartline's "Guide To Medicare" help
me? T. M.
Answer: Yes, since Medicare
benefits under both Railroad
Retirement and Social Security are the
same, Heartline's "Guide to
Medicare" would be very helpful to
you. It is a very easy to understand
booklet covering the entire Medicare
program. This booklet is in large, easy-
to-read print with all the up to date
information on Medicare. You can
order this booklet by sending $1.50 to
Heartline's Guide to Medicare, 8514
North Main St., Dayton, Ohio, 45415. If
not completely satisfied, you may
receive a full refund by returning the
book C. 0. D. Please allow 30 days for
delivery.
Funny World
Cows have the bed habit of swallowing
small pieces of wire, nails and other sharp
metal objects, and now a University of
Kentucky scientist has found a unique way
to protect the cow's stomach: Give the cow
a magnet to swallow. Wallaces Farmer
magazine reports that the magnet, about
the size of a man's thumb, can be
swallowed by the cow and left in the
stomach to collect the pieces of metal and
hold them in place so they can't injure the
animal. Cows don't chew their food
thoroughly when they eat it. Instead, they
chew their cud later, bringing up food
stored in their first stomach. The magnet
will hold the metals in place until stomach
acids eventually destory them.
Leicester Police would like to hear from
anyone who knows of a brown goose with a
dark beak or an orange rotovator being
offered for sale cheap. ( Lancaster,
England, Mercury.)
Bible Thought
Take my yoke upon you and
learn of me; for I am meek and
lowly in heart: and ye shall find
rest unto your souls. Matthew
1 1 :29.
Pride, ambition and sin haunt
our days. Tired weary souls
bog down. The Great Teacher is
also our Great Example. Only
the meek and lowly in heart
ever find rest.
Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHIIRS
0.
tolfd epir:r4 ellgell*S produced tri) the Cornrintlee onvisions aisilisei b) permission
JESUS' HEALING POWER
Matthew 9:18-19
When Christ returned to the western
shore of the Sea of Galilee the crowds
thronged Him. In the crowd was a man
named Jairus, a ruler of the synagogue,
whose only daughter was at the point of
death when the troubled father left
home. Casting himself on the ground at
the feet of Christ, Jairus earnestly
besought Him to restore her to life and
health. With characteristic tenderness
and compassion Christ started the
journey to the home of Jairus with the
intention of granting his request.
Accompanyong Christ and Jairus were
the disciples of our Lord and crowds of
curious people who did not want to miss
anything He might do. They pressed
around Christ so closely that it was
difficult for Him to move along.
Matthew 9:20-22
In this vast crowd was a poor woman
who had been suffering from a chronic
constitutional illness for twelve years.
Her touch was regarded as a defilement
to others, so she was not permitted to
enjoy the ordinary privileges, such as
entering the synagogue. Because of her
affliction she was ostracized from
society. Others regarded her illness as
the direct consequence of her sins, and
thought she was under a curse from
God.
Believing that Christ would heal her,
modestly she came up behind Him,
stooped down and nervously,
shrinkingly, and appealingly touched
the kraspedon of His robe, or the tasel
on the hem of His garment, whereupon
her hemorrhage stopped and health
beamed in her face. When Christ looked
into her eyes and saw that she was
awaiting the pleasure of His will, He
said: "Daughter, be of good comfort;
thy faith hath made thee whole." That
tender word "daughter" indicates that
she had been adopted into the family of
God.
Matthew 9:23-26
On their arrival at the house of Jairus
they found a motley crowd of neighbors
and hired mourners making a great
ado. The hired mourners, chiefly
women, were weeping and wailing.
Their mourning was a source of income
to them. Christ told those assembled
that the girl was not dead, but asleep,
thus giving His view of death as a
temporary sleep. Those who heard His
statement "laughed him to scorn."
Like them, people today often laugh
and jeer at the wrong time, but laughter
does not disprove anything.
Banishing the scorners and
professional mourners from His
presence, Christ took Peter, James,
John, and the parents of the child into
the room where the corpse was lying.
Taking the child by the hand, at Christ's
command the spirit entered the lifeless
corpse and immediately she arose and
walked, as she had walked prior to her
illness and death. We cannot imagine
the joy of those parents or estimate
their gratitude to Christ for restoring
their daughter to life.
Matthew 9:27-31
While Christ was returning from the
house of Jairus, two blind men ap-
proached Him and addressed Him as
the "Son of David," which was one of
the titles that was used frequently of the
Messiah, and requested mercy from
Him, meaning that they wanted Him to
relieve them of their blindness. Wan-
ting them to affirm in words what they
had demonstrated by their action,
Christ asked them if they truly believed
that He was able to do for them what
they requested. They replied in the
affirmative, so, because of their
genuine faith in His ability and
willingness to heal them, Christ
exercised supernatural power and gave
Let's Stay Well
An Epidemic Of Scabies
lin epidemic of scabies
tieven-year itch) is with us.
Fhe current epidemic began
inmost of the world in 1964 and
4 probably abate by 1979
r.pidernics occur for unknown
reasons in 30-year cycles
Pfirhaps the fluctuations are rel-
Maid to the immurilty which
pdpulations develop against the
dgease.
tactors that enhance the
spiead of scabies. include poor
hytiene. sexual promiscuity.
tr4vel which allows more con-
tacts between persons, and
missed diagnoses or no treat
mu which allow the disease to
peestst and permit more chances
of Spreading it from one person
to smother
Muse typical Akin lesions are
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D.
readily diagnosed by an expert
cooed physician alert to this
common ailment, it may be pre-
set* in unusual forms or occur
simultaneously with other slUn
diseases that can obscure it as
part of the diagnosis. It can be
confirmed by identifying the itch
mite or parts of its body in skin
scrapings viewed under a
micnnscope.
Scabes can occur in clean
persons
In infants and yang children.
the diagnosis may be mimed
because their lesions may
resemble an eczenut even with
blisters. The distribution in
youngsters often is on the palms
soles of feet. and the head and
neck,
Sometimes, scabies is
transmitted by animals and a
1,
main source is from dogs
Rather than guess about the
cause of a persistent itch, it is
better to see a physician and be
certain of the diagnosis. He can
prescribe a scahicide. He will
also ask that clothing and bed-
ding be boiled to kill the mites
Q Mrs. 0.0 would like to know
if a breast tumor may be biop-
sied with a special! needle
A Some surgeons feel that
needle bicesay is sale and ada
ate in a high percentage of cases
in deterrnining whether a breast
mass a malignant The heedie
bospy has the advantages of
tieing done under local
anesthetic raising no disfigur-
merit. and costing iesk The dis-
ability a also minimal Other
BLASINGAME
surgeons prefer excision of the
entire nuns through an incision
Q Mrs KR wonders if some
persons tolerate a higji-fat diet
better than others
A The ability to handle high
fat intake varies among persons
About one out of every five has
difficulty in metabolizirte fat and
will show an abnormally high
blood cholesterol from a diet
Pugh in so-called saturated fats.
These upswings in a blood
cholesterol levels are greater in
persons 50 or older, with levels
generally higher in men Net is
important for persota who can
not properly metabolize fats
Such persons can be identified
by laboratory studies on their
blond.
them sight. For reasons best known to
Him, Christ commanded the men to
whom He had given sight not to
publicize what He had done for them.
Instead of showing appreciation for
what He had done for them, the men
who received sight promptly disobeyed
Christ by telling what had happened.
People do such strange things — when
Christ charged them to secrecy with
reference to what He had done for them
they promptly publicized it, and when
He tells us to tell others what He has
done for us we keep quiet about it. Why
do people act so disobediently?
Letter To The Editor
Andrus Appreciation
Dear Editor:
May I express my appreciation for
the articles you published concerning
my retirement from the office of City
Clerk of the City of Murray, Kentucky.
Your coverage of the dinner for me
was excellent. The occasion was a
delightful one, and one that I certainly
will remember and cherish.. The
citizens of this great community have
been good to me and I deeply ap-





The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days, July 4, Christmas Day, New Year's
Day and Thanksgivrng by Murray
Newspapers, Inc 103N 4th St Murray
Ky 42071
Second (loss Postage Paid at Murray,
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers, 52 25 per month, payable in
advance By mall in Calloway County
and to Benton, Nordin, Mayfield, Sedalia
and ,Farmington, Ky and Paris.
Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn. $15.00
per year By moll to other destinations,
530 00 per year_
Member of Associated Press, Ken-




Sale Starts Saturday, January 17th
All Sales Merchandise Will Be Located InThe Green House, Main Entrance Off Of Ash Street.
20% T.50% Off
 1IMMIMIN1111111
*Bird Feeders (Rubbermaid Durable Plastic)
*Redwood Bird Feeders
• Redwood Bird Houses
• Hummingbird Feeders
*Clay Bird Bath
*Heavy Duty Clay Pots (Decorative Useable Inside and Outside)
• Decorative Wood Hangers
• Wood Fern Stands
• Decorative Buckets





All Foilage and House
PLANTS 10% Off
- *Garden Tools





• Vinyl Guard Flower Border
• Long Handled Grass Clippers





• Border Brick Trim
Numberous Items induded in this Sale not listed
20% To 50% Off
I There Will Be A Table Of Merchandise
Only$2°° 




500 North 4th 753-8944
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Sara Moore
Regret Loss
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) -
Sara Jane Moore, ordered to
prison for life by an angry
judge, says her chief regret
about trying to kill President
Ford is that it cost her her
freedom. _ _ •
Miss Moore, 45, gave a
rambling dissertation on her
radical political beliefs before
sentence was pronounced
Thursday by U.S. District
Court Judge Samuel Conti.
The judge lambasted her as
a "misguided" woman who
"blamed society for her own
faults" and said "effective
capital punishment laws"
would have deterred her.
"Why is it that we went
almost for two decades
without kidnaping in this
country? For one simple
reason. If people did it, then
they got the gallows, they got
shot, or they got the gas
chamber," he said.
Conti accused her of taking
it on herself to "be the judge,
jury and executioner" When
. she shot at Ford as he left a
San Francisco hotel Sept. 22.
The shot missed and the
President was not injured.
Miss Moore, a divorcee who
iworked for the government as
an informant but said she
converted to radicalism,
d become eligible for
..parole in 15 years.
Her 9-year-old son,
Frederick Aalberg, remains
in the jurisdiction of juvenile
Says Chief
Of f reedom
court, Which placed him in a
foster home with old friends
shortly after his mother was
arrested. His case worker,
who asked not to be named,
said Thursday the boy "seems
,) to be well satisfied" there.
Public Defender James
Hewitt said Miss Moore had
seen her son for a half hour
earlier this week.
In her speech to the court,
Miss Moore dwelt on how she
gradually "came to un-
derstand that violence can
sometimes be constructive....
"Am I sorry I tried to kill
the President? Yes. I ac-
complished little except to
throw away the rest of my life,
although I realize there are
those who think that's the one
good thing resulting from
But she said, "At the time it
seemed a correct expression
of my anger and, if successful,
just might have triggered the
kind of chaos that could have
started the upheaval of
change."
Miss Moore became the
second woman sentenced to
life imprisonment within a
month under a special federal
law passed after President
John F. Kennedy's
assassination in 1963. On Dec,
17, Charles Manson follower
Lynette "Squeaky" Frorrune
was given the same term for
pointing a gun at Ford in
Sacramento, Calif., on Sept. 5.
Crop Estimates Lowered,
Agriculture Department
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
The U.S. Department of Agri-
culture has slightly lowered
its estimates of Kentucky's
burley tobacco, corn and
soybean harvests for the
season.
In its final crop estimates,
released Thursday, the
department put Kentucky's
burley crop at 439.5 million
pounds, down from its Decem-
ber projection of 441.8 pounds.
The estimate for the eight-
gate barley belt, however, re-
'inained about the same -
6118.3 million pounds compared
with a prediction of 638.9
million pounds last month.
James M. Koepper, statisti-
cian in charge of the Kentucky
Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service, said the lower esti-
mates reflected the effects of
a mid-summer drought and
some adjustments in acreage
figures.
The official figures on ac-
tual harvests are to be
released in May.
The department estimated
Kentucky's corn crop at 87.8
million bushels, down from
the last estimate, issued in
November, of 90.5 million.
The soybean projection
dropped from 32.4 million to
31.8 million, which still would
be a record high.
The final estimate called for
a record national corn harvest
of 5.767 billion bushels, though
the figure was down slightly
from the November prediction
of 5.804 billion. The forecast
was about the same for soy-
beans nationally, a bumper
crop of 1.52 billion.
Government economists
have said that in view of the
large grain estimates, some
moderation of food price in-
creases is expected.
Physician Pleads Guilty
To Cruelty To Animals Charge
FLEMINGSBURG, Ky.
(AP) - A Morehead physician
who pleaded guilty to a charge
of-cruelty to animals has been
given a week to sell 11 horses
boarded at a private farm in
,Fleming County.
11 Fleming County Judge Wil-
lson Owens said he would de-
lay sentencing of Dr. Billie Jo
Caudill, who pleaded guilty to
the charge Thursday, until the
horses are "disposed of."
Two of the 13 Tennessee
walking horses Dr. Caudill
boarded at the farm died last
month, and a Flesningsburg
veterinarian who examined
the animals said most of the
others were "thin and
emaciated."
The state veterinarian's of-
fice had sent a livestock in-
spector to the farm in mid-De-
cember after a complaint by
the farm's owner when the fir-
st horse died.
Dr. Caudill appeared Thurs-
day at a preliminary hearing
to determine whether she had
complied with the court's or-
der to care for the horses.
John Turner, appointed by
Eke-court to care for the hor-
see, told the court the animals
have been property fed in
recent weeks.
Fleming County Atty. Mar-
vin Suit said Thursday that
persons at the hearing had in-
dicated they were helping to
arrange the sale of the horses.
Hog Market
Federal State Mirka News Service.
!Vaal. Jar.rort 1175
Kaancity vvrmsse Area MO Parket
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Punishment for violation of
the state's cruelty to animals
law ranges up to 12 months in




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Burley tobacco offerings on
Kentucky markets declined
nearly 2 million pounds and
farmers watched prices fall
more than a dollar as they
wrapped up the second week
of sales after the holiday
break.
Twenty-six of Kentucky's 30
markets held sales Thursday.
Two markets - Greensburg
and Henderson - are closed
for the season.
Farmers across the state
sold 9,550,148 pounds of tobac-
co, down from 11,423,857 poun-
ds the day before.
They received an average of
$108.55 per hundred pounds,
down from Wednesday's aver-
age of $109.64.
Lexington, the largest
burley market, topped all
otbers in volume as fanners
sold 3,038,-884 pounds of tobac-
co and averaged $1,09.29 per
hundred.
The lowest volume, 32,836
pounds, was at Covington,
where farmers received an
average of 4109.40 per hundred
potawls.
The day's best average was
$111.53 per hundred pounds for
the 676,198 pounds of burley
sold at blond Staling.
The average was above th8
hundred-dollar mark at all
markets. The low was $1002/
per hundred pounds on volume





3 WAYS TO SHOP
• CASH • LAYAWAY
















































Dries fast, no drip.





















72 x 72-inch shower
curtain, 2 windo,.v
curtain panels, 24 x














Choose Pay Day, Butternut,
Milkshake or Zeio candy bars









Cushioned arch and innersole







Grained uppers with softly
padded collar, roomy bump
toe, and thick, rippled crepe
















lAmit Rights Ftesar% Acres of Free Parking
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TALK TIME - The Laker girls looked seasewhist worried derive this flimsier early is the second
quarter. But by the end of be game, the worried looks were ell smiles as Calloway posted on ex-
citing 4 7 4 3 win over Marshall County.
,,Yic Jordan Becoming
Racer Star In Hurry
0 
By JOE TOM ERWIN
244 
2gil,b1SU Sports Publicity
3„-Victor Jordan, a freshman
frpni Hopkinsville, has started
every basketball game for
Mprray State University this
eeason, and Racer fans are
predicting that before he
finishes his career at Murray,
he'll be one of the Racer
Wirtha ts •
TT;here is room for im-
weeement in most facets of
t* offensive game, but his
44ensive play and hustle have
been beyond criticism. His
tint offensive showing has
low at Memphis State, where
imx,bit 9 Of 14 field goal at-
tropts and 3 of 5 free throws
firi„.21 points. He led the
listizers in rebounding against
t.ilf Tigers with 14.
4ordan's shooting was off a
bit last Monday when the
kiacers were edged by OVC
kmorite Austin Peay, but he
444# superb job of defense on
th$, Governor shooting ace
--- FOOTBALL
ST. LOUIS — Frank Kush,
who led Arizona State to the
be record
• national ranking, was
 in the country and
ed major college Coach of
Year by the American
Coaches Amociation.
e Maurer of Wittenberg
named College Division
ch of the Year.
ONT, Neb. — Dan
ight, former assistant
h at Midland Lutheran
ege was named head
ch at Texas Lutheran
ege.
•
Sam Drummer. Jordan hit 6 of
15 field goal attempts and 1 of
3 free throws against the
Governors for 13 points. He
also had 10 rebounds and held
the high scoring Drummer to
14 points while he was paired
against him. Drummer had
only two field goals the first
half before connecting on a
desperation 30-footer at the
half-time gun.
For the season, Jordan has
averaged 9.5 points and 6.2
rebounds and has hit 41.5 per
cent of his field goal attempts
and 58.3 per cent of his free
throws.
Murray Coach Fred Overton
says Jordan has all the
equipment to be a great
college player. "Vic has good
size and speed, he's a much
better shooter than he's shown
thus far this season, and he
has a fine background in the
fundamentals of basketball,"
Overton says. "But his best
characteristics are his pride
and determination. He never
quits, and he gives everything
he has the entire game."
Jordan, a former star at
Christian County High School,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Brady Jordan, Jr., of
Hopkinsville. He led the
Christian County team to the
semi-finals of the state
tournament last year where
they were beaten 9 points by
Male, who won the tour-
nament.
Jordan started the last
seven games for Christian
County when he was a
38 hum*
EPA highway test
sophomore and averaged 9
points for the season. He
averaged 18 points and 11
rebounds as a junior and 23.4
points and 11 rebounds as a
senior. He was named to all-
district, all-regional, and all-
state teams.
Laker Girls 7-1 On Campaign
After Edging Marshals 47-43
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
David Lanier's team has
something that David King
wants for his team, besides
some pretty girls.
Poise. That has been one of
the key words this season for
the Laker boys and it is the
key for the Laker girls.
Falling behind late in the
game, the Laker girls kept
their cool Thursday night in\
Jeffrey Gymnasium and came
back to nail Marshall County
47-43 In an exciting and well-
played contest.
"That was the key for
us.. .poise," Lanier said
following the win which raised
the Lakers' season mark to 77.
I.
"We kept our heads and
played good basketball after
we fell behind."
There were two key plays in
the game.
With just 49 seconds left in
the contest, freshman center
Stehpanie Wyatt grabbed off a
rebound and scored to give
Calloway County a 44-43 lead.
Marshall County worked the
ball around and missed a shot
and senior guard Becky Imes
North Eighth Graders
Keep Unbeaten Record
The North Calloway eighth
grade Lakers kept their
perfect record going Thursday
night as they won a contest
over host East Calloway.
In the seventh grade game,
East coasted to a 38-25 victory.
But in the eighth grade con-
test, North ran its record to 7-0
for the campaign by taking a
hard-fought 44-35 triumph.
North led just 13-12 at the
end of the first period in the
eighth grade game and led
only 25-19 at intermission.
Going into the final frame.
North led 32-24. Action got
wild and exciting in the final
minutes but East was unable
to catch up with North.
Keith Edwards and Timmy
Graham each scored 11 points
for North while Terry
Paschall added 10. For East,
Gary Emerson fired in a
game-high 16 points while
Steve Barnett just missed twin
figures as he added nine.
In the seventh grade battle,
East jumped out to an 11-4
lead at the end of the first
period. The teams played on
even terms in the second
period as East carried a
seven-point lead into the
dressing room at halftime.
But in the third period, East
outscored North 13-6 and then
coasted on to the win.
Larry Sanders fired in a
game-high 20 points to pace
East's win while James
Bynum chipped in with 13.
Seventh Grade
North 4 6 6 9-25
East 11 6 13 8-38
North 25—K. Rogers 6,
Ahart 7, Colson 6, Young 1,
Bryan 1 and Ramsey 4.
East ( 38 )—Weatherofrd 2,
Sanders 20, Bynum 13, Cherry
2 and Stone 1.
Eighth Grade
North 13 12 7 12,-44
East 12 7 5 11-35
North (44 )—Paschall 10,
Furr 6, Graham 11, Edwards
11, R. Scott 4 and Thorn 2.
East (35)—Emerson 18,
Cook 7, Barnett 9, Childress 1
and Kirks.
* Your actual mileage will vary according to the way you drive, car equipment and driving conditions
grabbed off the rebound with
29 seconds left to play. Just 16
seconds later, Imes was fouled
and stepped to the line for the
bonus.
The first shot fell in but the
second one dropped off Vie
rim. But junior , forward
Marilyn McKenzie was there
for the rebound basket and the
Laker bench exploded on to
the floor moments 'later as
Calloway posted the four-point
win.
It was a slow and deliberate
game for the first period.
Three times the score was tied
and twice the lead changed
hands before the Lakers
settled for an 11-10 lead with
seconds remaining. But a
rebound bucket near the
buzzer by Sharon Smith put
the Marshals out to a 12-11
lead at the quarter stop.
Marshall County stretched
the lead to as much as five
points in the second half,
leading at one time 18-13. Lois
Wilkins hit a rebound, Critter
McKenzie cashed in two free
throws, Marilyn McKenzie hit
a free throw and Becky Imes
scored a fastbreak. And with
3:39 left in the half, the Lakers
led 20-18.
At intermission, the score
was knotted at 21 apiece.
Calloway never trailed in
the third period and stretched
its lead out to five points
before settling for a 31-28 edge
going into the last period.
Becky Imes hit two free
throws at the 3:44 mark of the
game to boost the Lakers out
to a 41-36 lead. Just 80 seconds
later and the game was tied at
42 apiece.
Marshall County went
ahead 43-42 at the 2:08 mark
as Jan Arent hit a free throw.
The Marshalls held the one-
point lead until Wyatt scored
on the rebound basket to put
the Ulcers on top for good.
With the loss, Marshall
County falls to 2-4 on the
campaign.
Smith paced the Marshals
with a game-high 18 points.
For Calloway, Marilyn
McKenzie led the attack with
13 while Becky Imes scored 11.
Critter McKenzie had four
field goals in the game, all
from 20 feet out, and had eight
points.
In the preliminary game,
the Calloway "B" team girls
lost 19-17 to the Marshals.
Scoring for Calloway found
Wilkins with eight, Rose Ross
with five, Renee Overbey with
two and Mimi Winchester with
two.
The varsity girls will get to
play Marshall County again
this corning Tuesday at South
Marshall. The contest will
begin at 6:30 p. m. and will
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Fred Overton: He Can Take The Heat
Writing sports is fun.
And perhaps the most fun comes from watching for
people's reactions. For instance, a few weeks ago Joe
Nemeth blasted Howard Cosell for being too critical. -
But how many, times has Cosa praised Naznath? The
simple fact is most athletes eat up praise but they are
eaten up by criticism. And taking criticism should be as
easy and as pleasant as taking praise.
We try to find good things to write about in sports. But
sometimes, we are critical. And it all comes from the
Cosell idea of simply "telling it like it is."
Several weeks ago, we did just that in criticizing
Murray State's basketball team. We aren't going to make
excuses for the home team losing when it's obvious
they've been beaten and outhustled by a team of perhaps
even less talent.
That's one thing about Fred Overton, that being a coach
of a 3-7 basketball team, he can still smile, even when
people and the press become critical.
From my standpoint, Fred Overton is simply a great
person.
"It isn't going to do my coaching record any good but it
will help ow program leiter an," Overt= told the
Thoroughbred aub before the season began. He was, of
course, referring to Murray State's killer schedule that In-
cluded such teams as Kansas, Oral Roberta, Louisville
and Memphis State. And the worst part, they were all ex-
perienced clubs playing on their own courts.
The simple thing is this: Later on is now.
The schedule has helped the team. After playing four
strong teams, the rest of the teams in the OVC seam like
high school clubs. And that's not taking anything away
from the OVC either.
EPA city test
Parker Ford, Inc.
Corner of 7th and Main
Murray, Ky.
Fred Overton has learned many things over the past
year. So has his team.
They have learned to accept things as they are and go
from there. They have learned to do the most with what
you have available. And that's a philosophy all of us
should adopt.
People tend to take sports much too serious. But losing
is just as much a part of life as winning, even though win-
ning is much more fun. But winning isn't always-on the
scoreboard.
Lake Kelly will tell you who really won the Murray-
Austin Peay game Monday. Lake Kelly will tell you
because he's the same kind of guy as is Fred Overton.
Four years ago, Lake Kelly took over a program at
Austin Peay that had about as much hope as President
Ford skiing without failing down. But a couple of big-
name recruits have changed that program.
Lake Kelly was given the time and the cooperation of
fans. It has paid off well. And next year you could well see
Austin Peay among the final four teams in the NCAA
Tournament.
Fred Overton is now where Lake Kelly was. Give him
some time and he'll be where Lake Kelly is.
One of my favorite Bible verses comes from Proverbs.
To simply paraphrase it, "Give a foolish man criticism
and he will hate you, give a wise man criticism and he will
love you for it."
Fred Overton is a wise man. And someday in the near
future, his wisdom and works will be rewarded and the
Murray State basketball program will be the evidence.
But, like all good things we desire, it will take some
time.
$2895
Base sticker price excluding title, taxes
and destination charges
Compare Pinto Pony to other small cars
You'll see why it's one of America's most
popular choices.
• 92-hp. 4-cylinder engine
• 4-speed manual transmission
• rack and pinion steering
• front disc brakes
• solid state ignition
• bucket seats
• color-keyed carpeting
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5 8 1 18
2 3 5 7
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2 0 4 4
0 0 4 0
5 3 3 13
3 2 3 8
2 0 3 4
2 1 2 5
1 0 3 2




























UP FOR TWO — Jen but of fiCe4eil Coanty-linei op for Wirnif kir Seat* pelts or leis
Wilkins stands with outstretched hand. Other hikers in the picture are Critter McKenzie (20),
Marilyn McKenzie (left of Arent) end Becky Imes (13).
Penguins' Coach Isn't





certainly didn't raise the stock
of Coach Marc Boileau in the
tenuous Wall Street world of
National Hockey League
coaching. -
While the Penguins' seventh
straight winless game did
little to please the fiery
Boileau, it positively incensed
Philadelphia Flyers Coach
Fred Shero, who said after the
4-1 victory, "There was no
game tonight. How could there
be a game? They (the
Penguins) didn't come to play.
"How many chances did
they get to score? Three?" he
asked while Boileau, facing
increasing reports that his
days are numbered at Pitt
sburgh's helm, saw some
positive things in the loss.
"This was our best game in








Boileau. "We checked the
Flyers well. If we had gotten a
bit better job from our
goaltender, we might have
tied or won."
Shero was having none of
that. "They didn't deserve a
tie," he exclaimed after
Philadelphia's sixth con-
secutive victory.
In other NHL games, Boston
blanked Los Angeles 4-0, St.
Louis surprised Atlanta 5-3,
Buffalo bopped Washington 5-
3 and Toronto trimmed
Kansas City 6-4.
Right wing Reggie Leach
scored his 30th goal of the
season and center Bobby
Clarke had three assists to
lead Philadelphia past Pitt-
sburgh.
Boileau may well have a
sinking feeling. The players
reportedly are upset with the
way he has handled things,
and General Manager Wren
Blair has been said to be
prepared to evaluate the




Smith defeated Bob Lutz 6-4,7-
6 to move into the semifinals
of the $64,000 WCT tour-
nament.
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica —
France defeated Japan and
Costa Rica to move into the
semifinals of the Coffee Cup
Tournament.
1974 Cadillac Coupe, low mileage, loaded.
1972 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, new car trade-in, extra
nice.
1975 Lincoln Continental Town Car, 13,000 miles,
loaded.
1974 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, new car trade-in.
1972 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser, 9 passenger wagon,
Murray car.
1972 Oldsmobile Cutlass Hardtop Coupe, extra nice,
new car trade-in.
1967 Catalina, 4 door, good car, Special $295.00
1976 Oldsmobile 88 Royal, 4 door hard top, less than
3,000 miles, will sell for dealers cost.





GOOD USED CARS NEEDED
HIGHEST TRADE-INS
PURDO
Cads - Poetise - Cease
-Saeisied wieweness Are Our
1406 West Ma.. 733-5319






The Winners 4141 144
Four Aces X 10
Just Raman' Tbru 31'h 34%
Gitter Getters. 30 26
The Men 30 26
All Stan X 30
Tbe Losers X 30




High Team Game (HC)
The Winners 
Just Pa' Thru 
Gutter Getters 




High Team Series (HC)










High Ind. Game (HC)
Itidd 213
Phillip Marna  301
Theresa Barker  301
David Williiuns 
High hid. Series (SC)
David Williams 513
Phillip Adams  513
Kevin Lamb  446
Keith Wallace  443





























HOUSTON — Tennis star
Chris Evert was named
Female Athlete of the Year by
The Associated Press.
SAN DIEGO — Golf pro
Johnny Bellante, who coached
Gene Littler, died at the age of
78.
Writers Differ On Who Will
Win 10th Super Bowl Battle
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI ( AP) — Because
they will confuse the Pitt-
sburgh Steelers with a variety
of offensive and defensive
formations, the Dallas
Cowboys will win Sunday's
Super Bowl game. It won't be
by much, but one point more
is, after all, all the Cowboys
need.
There is nothing ex-
traordinary about the flex
defense or the shotgun of-
fense. They've been around
for years, gathering dust in
some outdated play books.
And that's the very reason
they figure to be so effective
against the Steelers.
Pittsburgh is a very
uncomplicated football team.
"Blocking and tackling ...
that's what wins football
games," says Chuck Noll,
their coach. "Basic football,
no finesse and fooling
around."
That's the Steelers' problem
against the flare of the
Cowboys. Another team
playing on Pittsburgh's terms
— head-to-head, basic football
would lose to the Steelers.
Minnesota tried it in last
year's Super Bowl and Fran
Tarkenton was all but
swallowed up and digested by
the Steelers' front four of L.C.
Greenwood, Ernie Holmes,
Mean Joe Greene and Dwight
White.
Now, if that Steel Curtain is
interested in chopping up
Roger Staubach, they'll have
to chase through the shotgun
( MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)
PORTS
McAdoo rain In Neck
For Other NBA Teams
By The Associated Press
Bob McAdoo's pain seems to
be gone from his back. Now,
he's just a pain in the neck for
the other National Basketball
Association teams.
The star forward, whose
back complaints last
December created a furor and
resulted in a short suspension
from the Buffalo Braves, is
apparently operating at full
force these days.
That was apparent Thur-
sday night, when he scored 45
points to lead the Braves to a
126-119 victory over the
Phoenix Suns.
"He's the best shooter in the
game," said Buffalo Coach
Jack Ramsay. "He proved
that tonight. He also gave
good passes for other scores."
In the night's only other
NBA game, the Atlanta
Hawks trimmed the Cleveland
Cavaliers 98-91. In the
American Basketball
Association, the San Antonio
Spurs beat the Virginia
Squires 129-93 and the Ken-
tucky Colonels whipped the
Spirits of St. Louis 123-115.
Randy Smith added 37
points as run-and-shoot
Buffalo rolled past Phoenix.
McAdoo, the NBA's leading
scorer, tied the Phoenix
Coliseum record with 20 third-
quarter points, including a
stretch of 9-for-10 from the
field.
Hawks 98, Cavaliers 91
Tom Henderson scored two
baskets as Atlanta broke a
late tie with nine straight
points and went on to beat
Cleveland. The victory ended
a four-game losing string for
Atlanta and handed Cleveland
its second straight defeat. Lou
Hudson had 20 points for the
Hawks while Henderson
scored 18, 14 in the second
half.
Spurs 129, Squires 93
Larry Kenon scored 28
points and George Gervin had
25 to lead San Antonio over
Virginia. In his first regular-
season game for the Squires,
Mack Calvin scored 24 points.
Calvin, obtained in a trade
with Denver at the start of the
season, has been out since
suffering a knee injury in an
exhibition game.
Colonels 123, Spirits 115
Maurice Lucas scored vs
points and grabbed 12
rebounds to lead Kentucky
over St. Louis, his former
team. Lucas, a 6-9 forward,
starred for the Spirits until he
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A new MSU women's basketball squad
came back for the second part of the season.
They look like completely different players
with the same names as before.
The "click they needed so badly is finally
clicking loud and clear. Just ask Lambuth
College. The MSU "click" deafened the
Lambuth Eagles last Monday night.
Just before the holidays, the Lady Racers
beat the Eagles convincingly 86-41. Perhaps
the Eagles weren't convinced the first time
as the Lady Racers whopped them 81-33 on
Monday. They should be convinced by now!
And the players doing the most convincing
right now are the "children" of the team;
freshmen Vickie Dillingham and Jackie
Mounts.
Jackie Mounts is just something else to
watch play. This 6-2 center has the poise and
grace under the basket that often is envious
of maybe junior and certainly senior
players.
Jackie started the Martin game scoring
sft quick points pulling down countless
rebounds before becoming ill and leaving
the game midway into the first half.
Freshman Vickie Dillingham played the
best game of her short career at Mw-ray
State against the Lambuth squad; she led all
scorers with 18 points. Vickie improves with
By Patsy
Beauchamp
every game but I don't know how she can get
much better after that game.
Vickie came up with some good rebounds
and made a great number of assists at her
guard position. She, among others, will be
an integral part of this MSU team in the
games to come.
++++++
Former and I suppose she still is)
standout, Debbie Hayes should be returning
to action this Saturday night when the Lady
Racers take on the University of Louisville
Cardinals Hayes was declared ready to
play by the trainer before the Lambeth
game but Coach Rowlett deemed it un-
necessary to take chances this early. Hayes
had sustained a preoseason knee injury.
She must be saving Hayes for the real
"toughies," such as, Western, Eastern, and
University of Kentucky.
++++++
Everybody needs to come out and watch
this women's basketball team in action. The
next home gams is Saturday night, foie p.
m., at the MSU Fieldhouse. The opponent-
the University of Louisville Cardinals.
The Cardinals are a so-so team; not to be
dismissed quickly.
Come on out and give your support to this
team. you'll be glad you did.
offense that gives the Dallas
quarterback seven yards of
breathing room before the ball
is snapped.
Minnesota's defense was
nice and simple and Franco
Harris shredded it for a Super
Bowl record 158 yards
rushing. But Dallas uses the
flex, a little wrinkle that may
not be as simple to solve.
Man for man, the Steelers
have an edge on the Cowboys.
But football is a team game.
Man for man, the Vikings
were better than the Cowboys
and so were the Rams. But
Dallas beat both those teams.
Those victories gave the
Cowboys momentum, an
element that could play an
important role Sunday. Dallas
isn't even supposed to be here.
College Scores
Thursday's C ol lege
Basketball Results
By The Associated Press
EAST
Ithaca 86, St. Lawrence 78
Kings Co) 85, Fairleigh Dick
inson 14
SOUTH
Alcorn St 99, Miss Valley S.
13
Gardner Webb 94, U NC Ash e
ville 72
Louisville 78, Tulsa 61
Memphis S. 100, Illinois Col
76
Old Dominion 72, VMI 70
Richmond 106, Furman 96,
30Ts
W Va. St 75, Alderson Broad
dus 67
MIDWEST





W Texas 99, Chicago 5, 69
FAR WEST
Nev -Las Vegas 129, Portland
S. 114
California 81, Southern Cal 80
Oregon St 82, Washington St
73
UC Santa Barb 83, San Diego
S' 78
Washington 77, Oregon 70
Weber St $3, Or al Roberts 80
The Cowboys were ready for a
rebuilding year with 11
rookies on the squad. Nothing
was expected of them and so,
if they lose Sunday, they can
shrug it off and say they went
much further than anyone
could have expected.
But the Steelers are the
defending champions. The
pressure is on them, just as it
was on Minnesota last year
when the Vikings were trying
to win the title for the third
time. And you know what
happened to them.
If the Steelers needed only
to worry about playing a
normal, typical team with
routine offenses and defenses,
they would win. But Dallas'
unusual approaches will
confuse the Steelers and by
the time Pittsburgh figures it
all out, the Cowboys will be in




MIAMI ( AP) — "The best
offense is a good defense."
How trite. And how true.
The Pittsburgh Steelers
have a defense which would
seem capable of stopping just
about anything up to and in-
cluding a runaway
locomotive. It's virtually
identical to the defense that
stopped the Minnesota Vikings
in Super Bowl IX.
And it's the defense that's
going to slam the door on
Dallas this Sunday and cause
the Cowboys' shotgun to
misfire. And backfire.
It will probably be a low-
scoring game (Dallas has a
good defense, too), as most of
these games have been. The
average score for the winning
team through the first nine
Super Bowls is 22 points. The
average for the loser just
eight.
If anybody's going to break
New leaking Moen
24 Hewn A Dry
7 Days A Week
With
Teller-24
open the game, though, it's
going to be Pittsburgh,
perhaps after the Cowboys,
unable to move consistently
with their more conventional
offense, go for the gimmickry.
Now let's get down to
specifics. Start with a line of
Dwight White, Ernie Holmes,
Joe Greene and LC. Green-
wood. Nobody's going to run
on them very much — not
Robert Newhouse, not Doug
Dennison, not former team-
mate Preston Pearson, not
even Roger Staubach.
Oh, an occasional draw play
or sweep might work. But if
the Cowboys get past that
foursome, they've got to deal
with Jack Lambert, Jack Ham
and Andy Russell, the premier
linebacking trio in the NFL.
So much for the short gain.
Now it's time to try for the
bigger chunks of yardage via
the pass route, perhaps with
the shotgun as the trigger.
The maelstrom of Greene &
Co. crashing into the Dallas
backfield is only the first
problem Staubach will have to
overcome. Lambert and
friends, clogging up the
medium distances — or
joining the line in a blitz — is
the next. And in the distance,
if Staubach has much time to
survey anything but his own
escape routes, he'll see J.T.
Thomas, Mel Blount, Mike
Wagner and Glen Edwards,
one of the league's more
proficient band of thieves.
Can the Cowboys' defense
hold Pittsburgh quarterback
Terry Bradshaw in check?
Maybe. But not for 60 minutes.
Can it blanket Lynn Swann
and the rest of the Steelers'
receivers? Most of the thole.
Can it handle Franco Harris?
Not likely.
What it comes down to is a
battle of attrition. When it's all
over, Pittsburgh's Steel
Curtain will still be standing.
IRA
We look at it this way
Sometimes, in a service business such as ours, we have to sit
back and see our bank the way customers see it. When we do,
we find that some things have changed. What was great last
year isn't good enough today. Customers' lives change. Your
needs change. And if a bank is to truly serve your financial
needs today, it can't do it with yesterday's methods, services
and attitudes.
Keeping pace with your needs today is what the New View-
point is all about. A new point of view every day is simply our
way of doing business. Always has been.
EOPLES BANK
MURRAY KY.
kAtmete FDIC s • ye •••••••, Ottaftm Oft
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MIAMI ( AP) -The focus in
this temporary football
capital turns today away from
Super Bowl X and toward
soma of the pressing business
matters facing the National
Football League.
Commissioner Pete Rozelle
arrived in town Thursday and
scheduled a news conference
today to discuss problems
facing his empire, including a
recent court ruling that the
"Rozelle Rule" is illegal.
The Rozelle Rule attempts
to control movement of
players who play out their
contracts by requiring clubs
that sign them to compensate
a free agent's old club.
While Rozelle explains his
position today, officials Of the
NFL Players' Association will
huddle with their lawyers in a
nearby hotel to discuss a
federal suit filed Tuesday by
the Tampa Bay and Seattle
expansion franchises.
The suit, filed in U.S.
District Court in Miami, seeks
to prevent the NFLPA from
blocking the league's plans to
stock the two expansion clubs
with veterans currently on the
26 existing NFL team rosters.
Rozelle announced after the
suit was filed that the league
will identifitely postpone its
expsnsion and regular college
draft sessions pending court
action.
The draft of veterans by the
expansion clubs had been set
for Jan. 23-24 in New Orleans.
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Steelers and Dallas Cowboys,
sheltered miles away from the
business happenings, are
scheduled to go through their
final extended drills today at
their training facilities.
Both teams are to hold light
workouts in the Orange Bowl
Saturday, to familiarize
players with the badly worn
polyturf artificial surface.
The Steelers and Cowboys
will face basic seclusion•the
rest of the week. While
coaches Chuck Noll of Pitt-
sburgh and Tom Landry of
Dallas are letting their
players have some free time
on their own, the huge press
corps covering the game was
cut off from contact with the
players after Thursday's
interview session.
Noll said the Steeler
workouts reached their zenith
on Wednesday, were lighter
Thursday and would be easier
today.
Wednesday's workout was a
good workout, long and hard,
Noll said.
"Our guys are ripping and
snorting, ready to go. We will
taper off ... to make sure we
have it all left for Sunday."
Landry, told that Noll
described the Steeler practice
as "violent," smiled and said,
And I want concentration in
our workouts. I want the
violence on Sunday."
Landry added, "You have to
compete with the Steelers on
their level. If you don't, you're
going to get whipped. You
must be physical."
Noll said the Steelers plan
no change in their defensive
alignment when the Cowboys
switch to the "shotgun"
formation. -
"We'll play it like a normal
act," he said. 'It .doesn't
change things that much. It
does add learning and
recognition problems and we
are fortunate to have the extra
week to get ready for it."
Granted Extension
JACKSON, Miss. ( AP) -
Ken Cooper, football coach at
the University of Mississippi,
has been granted a one-year
extension of his contract.
The State College Board
approved the extension at its
meeting Thursday. Cooper




Coach of the Year last season
after his team, picked to finish
last in the conference, finished
with a 6-5 over-all record
Idiot Wind
Boling On Sports
By Ross Boling Si
Murray State's basketball game against Austin Peay
Monday night was a refreshing experience for me and
judging from their response, quite a refreshing one for the
7,800 odd fans a good many of whom had come out that
night to see Austin-Peay freshman sensation Sam Drurn-
mer just as much as they had come to see their faltering
Racers perform.
What we all saw was truly one of Murray's finest
basketball efforts in recent years. For the first time in
longer than Racer fans care to remember, the Fieldhouse
was like the Fieldhouse of old: wild, loud, stark and
dangerous; packed to its emotional and psychological hilt
by fans who sensed and desperately hoped for what would
have been an unbelievable upset.
The fact that the Racers lost their feisty upset bid in the
waning moments of the game isn't exactly the point. It is
more important to note that the fans finally ha
d
something to really cheer about and the players finall
y
put forth a performance of which they can genuinely b
e
proud.
For a while Monday night we were able to forget about
all the less than admirable things that have beleagered
Murray's basketball program the last three years, the un-
cloacked jealousies and dissension on the team, the oc-
casional controversies involving certain players who first
quit the team or are suspended and then quietly and
mysteriously fade away, the petty covetousness and
rumors of behind the scenes coaching that disrupted the
rapport between the new coach and his players, the ap-
parent Lack of character and leadership on the team - all
of these unpleasant memories were dispelled Monday
night and a little hope was given where hope had almost
ceased to exist.
When compared to Racer teams of the past, this year's
squad admittedly falls a little short on pure talent but in
their last two games they have compensated for it by
thinking reacting and playing as a team.
They are, at long last, playing exceedingly stingy team
defense. They are passing well. They are executing the
kinds of plays in ways that suggest everybody has been
doing their homework in practice.
Their rebounding has improved (they actually
outrebounded Peay who owned a sizable advantage in
both height and brawn). They are even diving for loose
balls which in itself indicates a lot about this team.
But how long will this last? Is this resurgence a fluke?
Shoud we get our hopes up? Only time can tell that. It is
unlikely that they will fare too well outside the protective
confines of the Fieldhouse but they certainly could spoil it
for any of the contenders.
Who knows, now that the conference will be decided by
tournament, you really never can tell. Upsets, however
improbable, can happen. Remember Monday night?
S






PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) -
Lee Trevino, who suddenly
and dramatically found his
putting touch, was one stroke
back, and Johnny Miller, who
just as suddenly found some
problems, was four strokes off
the pace after the first round
of the $200,000 Phoenix Open
Golf Tournament.
"That's the best I've putted,
the most confident I've been
with the putter in a long, long
time, maybe two years," the
delighted Trevino enthused
Thursday after his five-under-
par 66 had left him one shot
back of leader Roger Maltbie.
I was feeling my oats
pretty good," the heavily-
favored Miller said after his
birdie-birdie-birdie - par -
birdie start on the 6,726-yard
Phoenix Country Club course.
But he made bogey six on the
relatively easy seventh hole,
went stone could and finished
with a 89 that left him four
strokes off the pace.
Maltbie, winner of two titles
and Rookie of the Year honors
in 1975, shot his six-under-par
effort early in the bright,
sunny day, said it could have
been better and predicted it
would not lead when the day's
play was over.
And, for a while, it appeared
Miller was ready to make a
run at it.
The seventh ruined his
chances. He put his second
shot in a greenside bunker,
blew his next across the green,
chipped back and missed a
seven-foot putt.
It left him trailing 20
players.
Soft-spoken Rik Massengale
was tied with Trevino for
second at 66 and the group at
67 included British Open
champion Tom Watson, Dave
Will, Jerry McGee, Lee Elder
and Bruce Lietzke. There
were a dozen more at 68.
Washington Maintains
Perfect Cage Record
By The Associated Press
Washington, sixth-ranked
and unbeaten, had to scrap to
pull out a 77-70 victory over
Oregon, but 17th-ranked
Oregon State had an easier
time disposing of Washington
State 82-73 as the two winners
kept their Pacific-8 records
perfect Thursday night and
set up a college basketball
showdown Saturday.
"If I had to say one thing
won the game for us,"
Washington Coach Mary
Harsiunan said after the
triumph over the Ducks, "I
would have to say experience
inside did it."
Washington's 7-foot center,
James Edwards, scored 13 of
his 20 points in the second half
as the Huskies fought off a late
Oregon charge.
The Huskies led 52,42 with 11
minutes remaining, but the
Ducks cut the margin to 5644
with seven minutes left.
Edwards, however, hit a pair
of free throws with two
minutes left to give
Washington breathing room at
69-63.
Washington, now 3-0 in Pac-
8 play and 14-0 over-all, hosts
Oregon State, 3-0 and 10-4,
Saturday night in a battle for
the undisputed conference
lead.
Oregon State, with George
Tucker scoring 19 points,
overcame an 8-0 Washington
State lead and never trailed
again in its victory over The
Cougars, now 2-1 in con-
ference play.
In Thursday's other Pac-8
contest, Jay Young sank a free
throw with Si seconds left to
give California an 81-80 vic-
tory over Southern Cal.
California now has a 1-2
conference mark, while the
Trojans have yet to win in
three outings.
Fourth-ranked Nevada-Las
Vegas, led by Eddie Owens' 32
points, kept its record perfect
with a 129-114 victory over
Portland State in a wild
shootout Thursday night.
The victory gave Las Vegas
a 17-0 record, and the Rebels
have now won 33 straight at
home over two seasons. Las
Vegas took an early lead
against Portland State, and
continued to build the margin,
moving ahead by 29 points late
in the game before a Portland
splurge closed the gap to 15.
Two other ranked teams
were in action Thursday night
as Northeast Louisiana upset
No. 18 Centenary 59-57 and No.
19 West Texas State whipped
Chicago State 99-69.
Elsewhere, Louisville beat
Tulsa 78-68; Creighton stopped
Oklahoma City 77-67; Weber
State beat Oral Roberts 83-80.
Richmond outscored Furman
• 106-96 and Alcorn State, the
nation's No. 1 college division
team, beat Misaissippi
State 99-83.
Calvin Natt scored with five
.seconds left to give Northeast
Louisiana its upset over
Centenary. The basket
climaxed a furious rally that
saw NLU come from seven
points behind in the final three
minutes to win the game.
Jerry Jingles led Nor-
theastern scoring with 21
points. Brad Schreck scored 20
points and grabbed eight
rebounds to lead West Texas
State over Chicago State.
Louisville weathered a late
rally by Tulsa on some free
throw shooting by Ricky
Wilson with only seconds
remaining.
GOLF
PHOENIX - Roger Maltbie
shot a six-under par 65 to take
the first round lead over Rick
Massengale and Lee Trevino








Open 7 Days a Week
11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 Big 'Grand Opening' Specials
Free Delivery
753-7715
Lunch 11 to 1
and Dinner to 12
Form 64p ( Stare ) -(12-74)
PUBLISHER'S COPY
Consolidated Report of Condition of" 
of MURRAY
business on
in the State of
DECEMBER 31  , 19 75
State Bank ...............
PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY, KY,
KENTUCKY
99
 and Domestic Subsidiaries at the close of
ASSETS
1. Cash and due from banks (including $ NONE  unposted debits)
 
2. (a) U.S. Treasury securities  $_ 6, .48 4. 15  t Total (items
(b) Obligations of Federal Financing Bank  $ 
IL  i 2(a) & (b)) -
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and eorporations
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions '
5. Other securities (including $ corporate stocks)
6. Trading account securities 
7. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell 
8. Other loans 
9. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other mete represendng bank prem
ises.
10. Real estate owned other than bank premises




12. Customer's liability, titthis bank on acceptances outstanding 
13. Other assets (item d of "Other Assets") (including $ 
Now  tibia lease financing) 
14. TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
15. Demand deposits of individuals, partnership., and corporations 
16. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
17. Deposits of United States Government
18. Deposits of States and political subdivisions 
19. Deposits of foreign governments and official institutions 
20. Deposits of commercial banks
21. Certified and officers' checks, etc 
22. TOTAL DEPOSITS  
$ 42,764,187.00
(a) Total demand deposits $ 12 ,2
 8 5.7 19.24
(b) Total time and savings deposits • 
 $ 30,47 8.4 67.7 6
23. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase
24. Other liabilities for borrowed money. 
25. Mortgage indebtedness 
26. Acceptances executed by or for account at this bank and outstanding
27. Other liabilities
28. TOTAL LIABILITIES 
29. MINORITY INTEREST IN CONSOLIDATED SUBSIDIARIES 
"  .  ......................
RESERVES ON LOANS AND SECURITIES
30. Reserve for bad debt losses on loans (set up pursuant to Internal Revenue Service rulings)
31. Other reserves on loans 
32. Reserves on securities 
33. TOTAL RESERVES ON LOANS AND SECURITIES 
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
34. Capital notes and debentures  
(specify interest rate and maturity of each issue outstanding)
35. Equity capital, total
36. Preferred stock-total par value
(No. shares outstanding 3.000 
37. Common stock-total par val e
(No. shares authorized u16,00




40. Reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves 
41. TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS 
42. TOTAL LIABILITIES, RESERVES, AND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS 
MEMORANDA
. Average of total deposits for the 15 calendar days ending with call date "
. Average of total loans for the 15 calendar days ending with call date 
. Unearned discount on instalment loans included in total capital accounts
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24 oz. at 20 oz. Price
$1.89 VALUE




Get a Rose Bush.
The rose bush is available as
a special offer when
purchasing Rose Milk.
Rose Milk
8 oz. $1.79 VALUE
SAVE 63'
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100 Tablets 99' VALUE
SAV-rite SAVES YOU 33'
ST. JOSEPH
Aspirin for Children
36 Tablets 49' VALUE
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4:00-All Things Considered (7
days a week)
5:30-Options ( M- F ) : "St.
Christopher's Hospice" A
unique hospital devoted
solely to the terminally ill.
6:30-91-1-News











Hall: "Louis Wel" a music
drama in 3 acts by Harry
Somers
6:30-From the Record Library WED. JAN. 21
7:15-MSU Basketball: MSU vs. 8:00--NPR News
Eastern Ky. "I'm Sorry I'll 8:05-9130-Morning Air
Read That Again" will 9:30-National Town Meeting
immediately follow game. 10:30.noon-Masterworks
SUN. JAN. 18 Showcase
8:00-Changed Lives noon-1-Firing Line with
8:30-God's News Behind the William F. Buckley
News 1-4-Midday Classics




noon-States of th• Union:
Florida





P45:00-Tff• Goon Show: M:1
Internal Mountain
5:30-Voices in the Wind
6:30-Musk & the Spoken Word
7:00-New York Philharmonic:
Selections by Mozart are
























Selections by Bach Boc
cher ini, Chopin, Schumann,
& Tchalkovsky
6:30-41-3 News
7-9-From the Record Library


























5:30-Options: a report on the





7.9--From the Record Library
SAT. JAN. 24
8-9-Morning Air
9- 00-Educat ion Speaks
9: 30-Power line
10-11:30-World of Music




Hall: Selections by .i. C. F.
Bach, Mozart, Haydn,
Clementi, as conducted by
Helmut Muller Bruhl
6:30-From the Record Library








noon-States of the Union
1.2-Folk Music & Bernstein
2-4-Folk Festival USA
4:30-Our Heritage, Our Hopes
5-00--The Goon Show
5:30-Voices in the Wind
6:30-Music & Spoken Word
7:00-New York Philharmonic
Ket
Ashland  WKAS 25 Owenton WKON 52
Bowling Green  WKI38 53 Pikeville VIKPI 22
Covington  WCVN 54 Somerset  WKSO 29
Elizabethtown  WKZT 23 TRANSLATORS
Hazard WKHA 35 Barbourville 12
Lexington-Richmond . . . WKLE 46 Cowen Creek-Eons  9
Louisville  MOM 68 Falmouth ss
Madisonville WKMA 35 Louisa 10
Morehead INKMR 38 Pineville  8
Murrry-Mayfield  1NKMU 21 whitesburg 73
SUNDAY, JANUARY 18
Eastern/Central Time
• 6:00/5:00 p.m. A MONSTER
7 CONCERT
6:30/5:30 BOOK BEAT:
"Steinbeck - A Lite in Letters"





tion and the Mind": A look into
▪ the big business of Transcen-
dental Meditation-the scientific
• benefits of these daily rituals,
" and the price tags that have
been attached to what is now a
e' multi-million dollar industry.
ar. 9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE














$ 6:30/5:30 KY, GED SERIES:
"Math X: Circumference'
7:00/6:00 TEACHING CHIL-
* OREN TO READ
117:30/6:30 AS MAN BEHAVES
.; 8:00/7:00 KENTUCKY MAO-
'. AZINE
8:30/7:30 AMERICAN ISSUES





















6:30/5:30 KY, GED SERIES:
"Meth X: Circumference"
7:00/6:00 NEW APPROACHES





Devil's Work": A dramatization
of the life and work of an
itinerant theater company in the
mid-1800's coincides with the
American Issues Forum topic
-Working in America."
8:30/7:30 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT: "Don't Bank on










3:30/2:30 p.m. NEW AP-








6:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES
7:00/6:00 DIMENSIONS IN
CULTURE
7:30/6:30 AS MAN BEHAVES
8:00/7:00 IMAGES OF AGING:
'A Metter of Age". How in
dividuals feel about aging is the
theme of this 8-part anthology
series which examines attitudes
toward the process of aging
and the aged themselves
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES: "Dance In America"
The Joffrey Ballet Company will
perform several works.
10:00/9:00 A MONSTER CON-
CERT: A concert of all-
American music, including selec-
tions by Stephen Foster, John
Ptiillip Sousa, Scott Joplin and
Louis Moreau Gottschalk.














6:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES:
"Meth XI Algebra"
7:0043:00 AS MAN BEHAVES
7:30/630 DIMENSIONS IN
CULTURE
8:00/7:00 THE WAY IT WAS:
-Thl: 1936 World Series-











3:30/2:30 p.m. KY GED SE









































"The Devil's Work" Repeat
1:00/12:00 GETTIN' OVER
1:30/12:30 LEONARD BERN-







FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
first national television series
to deal with aging premieres
Wednesday, Jan. 21, at 7 p. m.
(CST), on Kentucky
Educational Television
(KET). Lmages of Aging,
eight weekly programs
presented over the Public
Broadcasting Service, is
designed to stimulate an
examination of attitudes by
looking at the process of
growing old and the elderly
themselves through the eyes
of filmmakers, documen-
tartans and dramatists.
The hour-long programs -
each built around a different
theme - weave existing film
and television work together
with commentary, questions
and observations in an at-
tempt to portray both the
mythology and the reality of
growing old.
Gov. Julian Carroll has
made the problems of the
elderly one of the top priority
items in his administration.
Rather than emphasizing
statistics and hard in-
formation developed by
thousands of experts, Images
of Aging takes a personal
approach, reflecting the
feeling of many people in
many circumstances and of
many ages. Images of Aging is
a kind of status report on the
attitudes people hold toward
themselves as they grow older
and toward people who
happen to be in a certain age
group.
The film and video tape
literature in Images of Aging
has been drawn from material
produced both in the United
States and abroad for
television viewing,
educational purposes and
entertainment. It appears in
many lengths, both complete
and excerpted. All pieces have
been chosen because of their
highly personal statements
and all portray a picture of
aging which relates to the
elderly as "real people."
One study of nearly 3,000
characters in prime-time
television drama, sampled
between 1969 and 1971, showed
that the elderly were
represented in less than five
per cent of the characters -
about half their real
population - and that those
characters were associated
mainly with increasing evil,
failure and unhappiness.
Images of Aging seeks to
raise questions about those
stereotypes and shed some
light on the attitudes of
Americans toward the senior
citizen. Both the selection of
existing materials and the
development of the tran-
sitional pieces have been
based on the need to deal with
the way people treat people,
old or young.
Assisting in this process was
Elias B. Cohen, editor-in-cheif
of The Gerontologist, a journal
of the National Gerontological
Society. A former com-
missioner of aging for Pen-
nsylvania, Cohen is currently
TO WHERE
professor of SOnlal ad-
4:00/3:00 ANTIQUES ministration in the SCh001 of




5:00/4:00 LILIAS, YOGA 8.
YOU Series producer-writer
5:30/4:30 NOVA: "Mediu,- Robert F. Larson says of the
tion and the Mind" 
8:30/5 30 NEW SHAPES: ED-
rationale for Imates of Aging,
:
"I believe that 60 minutes of7UC:004761:000N
FIRING LINE pictures and sound can make
8:00t7:00 INTERNATIONAL a discernable impact,
ANIMATION FESTIVAL




9:00/8:00 PICADILLY CIR- themselves and 
others if the
CUS: "Dave Allen at Large - mater
Features the young, Irish comic 
ial is viewable, in-
Dave Allen in a program of teresting, Insightful, honest,
sketches collected from this creative and catalytic in the
BBC Television series. Recom- sense that one moment of
mgnclild f°r adult viewers c'nIV. inner reflection can lead to10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE:
The rId of Ram* Newman": other larger moments, arxi
Randy Newman, It singer-
songwriter makes r''rere televi-
sion appearance. Newman takes
• humorous but introspective
look at politics, end people NOM
the accompaniment of a 20
Piece string section
KENYUCKW EDUCATIONAL TV
.800 COOPER DR.•LEXINGTON, KY. 40502
even seasons, of thinking
about the old and growing
older in a more caring and
human way."
Images of Aging is being
produced by WITF-TV,
Hersey, Pa., under grant from





8:00 - Channel 6 - 'The
Midnight Man", a mystery
starring Burt Lancaster.
Filmed on location in South
Carolina. Runs 2 hrs. 30
min.
8:00 - Channel 3 -
"Jeremiah Johnson", an
adventure story of a
mountain man, played by
Robert Redford. Runs 2
hrs. 10 min.
10:25-Channel 3 - `The
Bugle Sounds", Wallace
Beery is cast as an aging
sergeant in the army in this
drama.
10:30 - Channel 6- "Torn






7:30 - Channel 3 - "The
Mdcahans" This western
stars James Arness as a
pioneer of the 1860s. Runs 2
hrs. 30 min.
10:30 - Channel 6 -
"Made in Paris", a comedy
in which Ann Margaret, a
fashion buyer visits the City
of Light. Also stars Louis
Jo n, Runs 2 hrs.
TUESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Manhunter", a television
movie and pilot for a series,
a crime drama of an ex-
Marine with a personal
vendetta. Runs 90 min.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"You'll Never See Me
Again", a crime drama of a
husband's frantic search




Stranger, Run", the drama
of a series of murders in a
New England Village. Stars
Cloris Leachman, Patricia
Neal. Runs 90 min.
THURSDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
8:00 - Channel 6 -
"Widow," a drama of a
woman learning to deal
with her grief and other
problems after the death of
her husband. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Take the High Ground"
Richard Widmark stars in
this drama as a tough army
sergeant. Runs 2 hrs.
FRIDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
8:00 - Channel 3 -
"What's Up, Doc?", a
comedy starring Barbara
Streisand and Ryan O'Neal.
Rims 2 hrs.
8:00 - Channel 12 -
"Slither", a comedy
drama, a satire on a crime
caper. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30-Channel 12 - "The
Fiction-Makers". The
Saint, played by Roger
Moore, stars in this crime
drama. Rims 2 hrs.
11:45 - Channel 3 -
"Pacific Liner". In this
drama, cholera breaks out
aboard a ship en route from









ViNGE-2 WTV F -5
5:46 Weather 6:00 SIMON 7-00 Hong Kong
.4
6:30 Goa). Hr 6.30 Sunrise
6:00 RFD-TV 6:30 News 7:25 Schoolhouse 7:00 Hong Kong 7.00 Pebble
6:30 Atop Fence 7:00 Pebbles 7:30 Tom/Jerry 7:30 Torn/Jerry 7.30 Bugs Bun.
7:00 Emergency 7:30 Oval Bun- 8:25 Schoolhouse 8:30 Frightenstein 8:30 Sc
ooby
7:30 Jos. 8:30 S000by Doo 8:30 Lost Seuc. 9:00 Gilliam 9:00 Shazam
8:00W. Kitty 9:00 Shawn 9:00 qilligen 9:30 Goolies 10.00 Far Out
8:30 P. Panther 10:00 Far Out 9725 Schoolhouse 10:00 Spd. Bug. 10 30 Ghost Bus.
9:00 Land Lost 10:30 ghost Built
11:00 Dinosaurs
9'30 0r00vie 1030 Soul Train 11:00 Dinosaurs
9:30 Run Joe 9:56 Schoolhouse 11:30 Am. Bend. 11 -30 Fat Albert
11:30 Fat Albert10:00 Apes 10:00 Spd. Bug. 12:30 TBA 12 00 Where Jobs
10:30 Westwind 12:00 Film Feet. 10:30 Odd Ball 1:00 World Spts 12.30 Issues
11:00 Jetsons 1:00 Good News 11:30 Am. Band 2.30 Pro Bowlers 1:30G. 
Pyle
11:33 Go/


















5 30 ABC News
























1W Zit. Night Li 10:30 News 10:30 I ronside
11:00 Gunsmoke 11:30 Nash. Love
12:00 Nash. On 12:00 Theatre
12:00 With Ring 1:30 Late Show
A
_
TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, r JANUARY 18 1976 SCHEDULE






6:00 Closeup 7:00 Music City 5.30 Bible Ch.
....
6:00 Sunrise
7:00 Veg. Soup 6:30 News 7:30 Discovery 7:00 Worship 7:00 Church
7:30 Goma, Sing. 7:00 Dimension 8:00 J. Robison 7:30 J. Swaggart 7:30 Jubilee
8:30 Pad. Div. 7.30 Herald 8-300. Roberts 8.00 Amaz. Grace 800 C. 
Tipton
9715 Hamilton 8:00 Archie 9:00 Goon. Hr. 8-303 Stooges 8:30 J. Robison
9:30 Go. Hr. 8:30 Globetrotters 10:00 These Days 9:30 R. Humbard 9:90 Good News
10:00 Chngd. Lys. 9:00 Bapt. Church 10:30 Milks With 10:33 Bap. Ch. 9: TO 0. Roberts
10:30 Herold 10:00 Camera 3 10:56 Schoolhouse 11:30 News Conf, 10:00 Tony & Susan
11:00 Accent 10:30 Face/Nation 11:00 'mu" 1230 Soul City 10:30 Face Nation
11:30 Meet Press 11:00 This Life 11:30 Don Young 1:00 Sun. Matinee 11:00 TBA
119910 Senior Bowl 11:30 Super Bowl X 12:00 Devlin 230 Law. Welk
12:00 R. Skinner
3!:30 Open Golf 1:00 NFL Super Bowl 12:30 Directions 3:30 Movie 12:30 Basketball
5:00 News Beet 430 Phoenix Open
1:00 Story 5:30 Wild King. 3:00 Pinafore
5:30 News 6:00 Sixty Minutes 1:30
 Matinee 6:00 Swiss Fam. 4:30 Friends



















10:00 News Beet 10:45 News 8:00 Movie 11:30 Takes Thief 6:00 Tom
 Sawyer








- -------- 1/30 News - 10:30 News
11:00 Reports
11 - 308. Jones
12:30 World Surv.
_...
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Scheditip.Does Not Change
WPSD-6
..;
KFVS-12 WS11.-3 WNGE-2 WTVF-5
6:15 Monday 6:00 Sun. Sem, 7:00 Good Morn. 6:00 Am America 515 C. Journal
Montage 6.30 Breakfast 9:00J, Lalanne 7:00 Bozo 5:30 C. Tipton
6 46 Pastor Spks. 7 00 News 9:30 Zoo Revue 8:00 Zoo Revue 600 News
7 00 Today Sh.
9:00 Romper Am.






9:25 Calendar 9:00 Price Is Right W - This Life 10:00 Edge/Night 8:00 Capt. King.
9:30 Wheel Fort. 10:00 Gambit TI' - Sac. Heart 10:30 Happy Days 900 Price Is Right
10:00 High Roll. 10:30 Love Life F - Journey 11:00 News 9:30 Tattletales
10:30 Hot. Sou. 10:55 News 10:30 Happy Days 11:3) All Child. 1,0:00 Gambit
11:00 Marble 11700 Young Rest 11:00 Showoffs 12:00 Ryan's Hope 10:30 Love Life
11:30 Jackpot 11:30 Search Tom, 11:30 All Child. 12:30 Make Deal 11:00 Restless
11:65 News 12:00 Farm Picture 12:00 Ryan: Hope 1:00 $10,000 Pyr. 11:30 Search Tom.
12:00 News Beat 12:05 News 12:30 Make Deal 1:30 Rhyme/Reas. 12:00 Sing. Cony.
12:30 Days Lives 12733 World Tums 1:00 S10,000 Pyr. 2:00 Gen. Hosp. 12:20 Weather
1:30 Doctors 1:30 Guiding Light 1:30 Rhyme/Rees 2:30 One Life 12:25 News -
2:00 Anoth. VAL 2:00 All In Family 2:00 Gen. Hosp. 3:00 A. Griffith 12:30 World Turns
3:00 Somerset 2-30 Match Game 2:30 One Life 3:30 Grn. Acres 1:30 Guiding Light
3:30 Gilliam 3:00 Tattletales 3:00 You Don't Say 4:00 Big Valley 2:00 All In Family
4:00 Dragnet 330 BOW it ched 3:30 M-Th 6:00 New






















1:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -
Colletge Basketball: Iowa
vs. Wisconsin
2:30 p.m. - Channel 3 -
Pro Bowling: $100,000
Showboat Invitational
3:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -
College Basketball:
Vanderbilt vs. Kentucky
3:00 p.m. -Channel 12 -
Grand Prix '76
3:30p.m. -Channel 12 -
Challenge of the Sexes:
Blalock vs. Irwin; Logan
vs. West
4:00 p.m. - Channel 3 -
Wlde World of Sports: U.S.
Figure Skating Cham-
pionships
4:00 p.m. -Channel 12 -
Golf : Phoenix Open
SUNDAY SPORTS
11:30 a.m. - Channel 12
- Super Bowl Pre-Game
Show
1:00 p.m. - Channel 12 -
Super Bowl: Cowboys vs
Steelers
4:30 p.m. - Channel 12
Golf: Phoenix Oven
In 1872, Heinrich Boll of West
far literature.
the Nobel Priser litarbro
The Meyer Berger Award is
wen by Columbia University
for distinguished local reporting
III a New York daily newspaper
or wire sorriest.
r
TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY 19, 1976 SCHEDULE
WPSD-h KFVS-12 W511-3
ve...-









































10: 30 Hawaii 5-0
11:30 Movie
TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 20, 1976 SCHEDULE •
WPS0-6 KFV5-12 W511-3 Ar
















































TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 21, 1976 SCHEDULE























































































TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, JANUARY 23, 1976 SCHEDULE



















7:00 Donny & Mar*
6:00 Movie
10-00 News














10- 313 I ronside
11 30 Movie .






















































































































































































































worship Service 11:00 a. m
Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.





Morning Worship 11 00 a. m
Sunday Evening 6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p. m
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship 11 00e. m
Evening Worship 6 45p. m.
Worttisicle
Morning Worship 11 00 a. m
Evening Worship 7 CO p, m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship - 11 .00 a m
Evening Worship 730p m
Peeler Springs
Morning Worship 11:CIQ a
Evening Worship 6.30 p m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship 10.45a,m.
Evening Worship 7:00p m.
Blood River
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.





Morning Worship 10:50a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.





Evening Worship 6:45 p. m.
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Elm Grove i
Morning Worship 11:00
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
Sugar Creek
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 530 p. m.
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 930 a. m.
Worship 11: 00 a .m.
Low OM Primitive ----
lst Sunday 2:00 p. rn. _
4th Sunday 10:30 a. ni.
Old Salem Baptist
10:00a. m.Sunday School
Worship Service 11:00a. m
Vesper Service 5:00p.m.
Coidwater




Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
LoctIst Grove
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10:000. m.
Morning Worship 11:006.m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10 a. m.
Preaching 11a.m.&6p.m.







N.Y c). S. Worship 5:15p.m.








vening Worship 7:30 p. m.
United, New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. m.,
Calvary Temple
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10:00
Worship Service 11:00
First Assembly V God
Church School 10:00a. m.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
United, 318 irvn Ave.




Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Church of Jesus Chirst
- Letter Day Saints
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
St. Lee Catholic Church
Sunday Maull a.m., 11 a.m., 4:30p.
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m.
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11:00 a. m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday I p. m
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10:30 a. m.
Bible Lecture 9:30a. m.
Wyman's Chapel A. M. B.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 9:15
Worship Hour 10:30 a. m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School 9:15a. m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a. m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School 10:00 a.m.





The soldier on the battlefield stands as a symbol of courage-yet more
1776 courage is required to meet the problems of living than to meet the
enemy in battle.
Setbacks in business, unforeseen illness, personal problems-thew are
the things that defeat most of us. To meet the challenge of the accumu-
lation of small problems, courage is required. To live with courage we
need a firm foundation of faith. The source of this faith is God.
Courage requires a constant renewal through prayer, reading the Bible,
and regular church attendance-. If you find your courage failing-renew
your faith in God-attend the church of your choice this Sunday.
-
1976
*OW BO WI MOM
1E1 C1000 el Mall






Morning Worship 10:300 . m .
Evening Worship 6.00 p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship 10.45 a . m
Evening Worship 7.00 p m
West Murray
Morning Worship 10.50 a .m
Evening Worship 6.00 p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship 10:50 a . m
Evening Worship 6.30 p.m
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service 10:40 am,
Evening Worship 600 p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service 10 50 a . m
Evening Worship 700 p.m
Pleasant Valley
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 00 p.m.
Second Street
Morning Worship 11 00 a . m
Evening Worship 3.00 p.m
Friendship
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.






Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Kirksey Church at Christ
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:506.m.







Sunday School 1000 a.m., Worship






Sunday School 10:00 a.m.













Worship Service 11 a.m., 1st Sun
day, 1000 a.m. 3rd Sunday Sunday
School 10:00 a.m., 2nd & 4th
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service 9.30 a m
Sunday School 10.30 a . m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service 10 00a . m
Sunday School 11 00 a. m
Independence United
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Morning Worship 11 00 a m.
Kirksey United
Sunday School 10.00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
Coldwater United 1
Worship Service 11:00a.m. 1st Si!
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th ;
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st S. 2nd






Worship 8:45 & 10:50 a.m.
Russel' Chapel United
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Gosehn Methodist
Worship Service at 11:00a.m. lst &
3rd Sundays, 9:30 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays, Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Lynn Grave-
Worship Service at 9:30 a.m. 1st &





Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00a.m.
ist & 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. ist
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, 1. 4th
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd 11.
4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday
Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10:45 am
Brooks Chapel United
1st & Ird Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Evening 7:00p.m.
2nd & Itti Sunday 11:00a.m.
No evening Worship
Bethel United
1st & 3rd Sunday 11:00a.m. ;
2nd & 4th Sunday 9:30 a.m. 1
Evening 6:00 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove .
Sunday School 101006.m. ".
Morning Worship 11:03 S.M. !
Evening 7:00 p.M. ;
Storey's Chapel United







I-, ' .k.01/1142 JA %wig
Privets flreakfest, leadwees, Damen
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-22135 ,




.6. 4.....Kinfi ti, 2)en '
'Ilie kers ePr Mem"
Open 104 Weekdays 104 Fri.
011010111 SIM*






vc, i 7. Lamplighter Restaurant
yel,, 7
oisai A.041.7.4..
NNTIV, ..‘6(0458149t4 4/ 1 e.
\f/ i




Not... plegestelintrimpile0 1 '. he the days ectivities
- 1".1441- "DS 1 - cu.«, h W ..am. el. I .. 1. 0. elmers
Opee Tam., M., Ie. SM. S.. 1 /a 161,117411





"WS Plibre Lickin' Geed"
Try Ow Deliciees IMO Nam Smailniches
Stokes Tractor 8 Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
I maestri& Read Phone 753-1319
Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
Mack & Mack ,
ore WI Wows hon, .10.7 611
LetlearimW Mercniser Sales L Serrate
- Complete
bi Lageemet-Frontd
- Ceoplete Tow-Up L Repair Service -
309 hi 753.1751
sad
Sycamore it 1218 Call in Orders 753-7101
I 
Amelia= Cain & Trees
Motor Soles
tioreo-seteder-treethe Jen, row







Metal Biiiidings-Sales i Service
Franchised Baader
--
OTASCO 1:9:1:097 Isa"411 11Fri. a liirtsci""f.s,
Drakes, MmtlienA COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT




Yotor Uni-Royal Tire Dealer










Murray Memorial Gardens, Inc.




















Taber: Body Shop, Inc.




HOUSE BOAT RENTALS *
Ky. Lake Wee. Perk Pe. 474.27NS ,
e
I
The Christian Book Center




Sale Every Saterday at 1 P. M. - Mi. 753-5334
&DIP Ma* 
RAT*
Horse Sole Each 3rd Friday Nigh?





002 Clostart News 75341111
Corvette Lanes Inc.
"DOWLisio AT ITS BEST"
till Moles Streef ROM! na-rain
I
.4 •4 Murray Upholstery Shop
Modernize your furniture with new
- upttoktery
,,, ..Lx e A Complete Car Upholstery Center
I
West Ky. Rural Telephone








Book Store Serving Gravel, Callivirey,
in Ity. end a..,, Ca., Tow
753-4351 or 247-4350
Flowers ler all Occasions
Neese Plants Lands( &Ogre.
see 74 4115 751 381 753 WO• _• ......•
1413 0644 oid. Serving Illeirrey State University
751-7334601 South 4th 753-0405
.1
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
Your Johnsen Motors Dealer
Soles-Service-Forts
Boats & Beating Supplies
Miry. 945. 7S3-3734
.
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices ter Cern, Wheat A, Seyloans




483 Illapie Minas 153-1713
Winchester Printing Services
Inc.
-no flootroirroo . Clyde* for Rae Priming"
Id .1 Alsb Morn. 1141•1410
Flits Block & Reedy Mix Co.
Beading Mocks 1
Reedy Mit Concrete
Ines Main Street Nom 753-35*
I
Ewing Tire Service
Tear Coopiete The Unite Cones
Per Pessesuper-Trecli I Fens Tiro






West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
Kent Wright Glass Co.
Original Equipment Aide Glass
Glees for Every Purpose
. 'Service is impotent
641  Super Shell
Free Pkirep & Delivery
Open Ills a. • Ogee 1141 p. a.
our mod probed"
4th St., Murray 7S3-0176 ,
o
Seedily Open COI a. 5.-Chies WOO p. es.
Slob ltdi • Nam 753-9131
Memmow 1
Grecian Steak House
Term Andrews - Your Hest
tiocimle Bay, Mee Gni Then.
wwillmen..--
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Menthes FDIC
Sea Iii•ii se. Ittlia Story Oresned St.
7533131 753-6455 753.1215
Lassiter Auto Sales







Sams Whom Plumbing Electric
Sail OW Service-Air
Sooffi 12* St -Murray Phone 753-61012 205 No. 4th St.
TN en rismehig
Fri., Sal., hia..T-Ileme Steak Special
Me: tee be. 441 - Call in Orden te 7534419
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL
'leery Dory Tee OWey MN Des Nan 
Mae'Their
t
lee Se. $358 Si. 753 1114
a Ali
Comma thepplag
ssiois D Clerelle OW
Freed Cothom Co. Inc.
....„,,, „a...wow« Mosul
m • moo. Pl..... Tri art
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
-horrdii-wer Fertilizer A4.r.bt-
103 Maple-7534,33
. Kentucky Lesko Oil Company




o s E. s 7S3 1175
Illsoney's NW Complete Daverav...t here
Wimmeimmallia&
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31 Roman relive Plate
tyrant 48 Article of
33 Communist furniture
34 Cravat 49 Existed
37 Male sheep SOB. in debt
39 Part of auto- 51 Damp
mobile
41  Essence 
53 Faroe Is -
432 Chicken wind
as  whirl-
Sprint44 Competent 55 Chinese











THERE ARE TIMES, 17 15
5410, HIEN THE PHAN7O41
LE4VE5 THE JUNGLE',
ARE 'CU THE CRAM UTTLE
KID I'VE HEARD ABOUT Oi0
TALKS TO SCHOOL 8UILOIN65
ANIAL1A,e,NE1L1A5 A 6000
50400L, UP HE ALWA4(5





IS HE AN V
AS OF 10 Jamiary, 1971, 1,
Richard D. Cope, will no
longer be responsible for
any debts other than my





















WE LOOK into your









20, 6:45 p.m. Room










ram To. semi sewsliss,
- I -t Sr sonic* eel us.
Osmium; is wise we baffle
best. We hem wwww anew,
eel other ciseses erepapeasa
far rwe, we If yes prefer us
all dews yew carpets sad
flyers few yew.
LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Tablets and
Hydrex water pills at
Holland Drugs, Murray,
Ky.













dressers is going to have
a flea market Saturday,
January 17. American
Legion Building, 9:30-4.
THE FAMILY OF Sophia
Kenley, wishes to ex-
press sincere gratitude
and appreciation to all
our friends and relatives
for their kindness, and
expression of sympathy.
Our special thanks to the
Free Baptist Choir and
Minister Brother Drew.







LOST WHITE GILT hog,
220 lbs. Lost in vacinity
of Alma. Call 753-4094 or
753-8907.
FOUND BROWN and
white pony near Bethel
Church Road, Call 753-
4160.
LOST WESTERN single
barrel shotgun with rib
on top. 28" barrel.
Reward offered. Phone
753-7680 503 Vine Street.
LOST BLACK cow. Lost
near Midway. Call 753-
2539.
b Help Wanted









party. Earn cash or gift.
Call 753-0034 between 6
and 7 p.m. -
PERSON TO WORK IN
oheck out department.
Someone willing to
work, apply in person.








Steve Yarbrough, I. M.
Simon and Co., 106 N.
































15 Articles For Sale
OAK FIREWOOD for
sale. 20" logs $14.00 a
rick. 24" logs $16.00 a
rick. Will special cut to
your needs. Call 436-


















China cabinet and buf-
fet, drop leaf table,




and about 200 Avon
bottles. Prices cut on
all concrete yard or-
naments, lumber,
doors, and windows
for sale. Both types of
hot water heaters.
Located on 280, 4 mile
off 121. Call 436-2128.
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent





table, desk and odds and
ends. 717 Nash Drive, 2-5
Friday. 10-12 Saturday.
TOOL BOX FOR pickup




Size 42, regular. $50.00.
Worn only 1 hour. Call
753-1407.
SPECIAL 36" CHAIN
LINK fence with 1% 0.
D. line post, 1% O. D. top
rail, and tie wires. 79
cents per ft. Limited to
material in stock. For
all your fencing needs












ching sofa and chair.
Excellent condition. Call
753-9630.
DINETTE SET with 6
chairs. Excellent
condition. Call 753-1805
before 3 p. m. daily.
11 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple










Boat, ft% H. P. Johnson
motor and trailer. In
excellent condition. Call
489-2553 after 6:00 p. m.
20 Sports Equipment
44 MAGNUM CALIBER
J. W. Saws outfit of Colt
Western marshall pistol
with 5 boxes of 44
magnum shells and a
western holster to fit
pistol. Valued over $200.
First $140 takes it. Call
753-5106 after 5:30.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury
Locator, trolling motor,
power trim. Call 753-3932
or 753-3226 after 4.
CHALLENGER bass boat
with 150 H. P. Mercury,
power trim, Lawrence
L. F. G. 300 locator,
motor guide, trolling




Call 753-0053 or 753-7154.
NORTHWESTERN
GOLF Clubs, one
complete set and bag.
Graphit Driver. GR 70 x
14 radial, 4 wheel grain
bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.





for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
BALDWIN PIANOS and





Antique Mall, 4th di
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
BE A ROCK DRUMMER.
Learn how to play
drums with rock-n-roll,




SANYO 8 track tape
player; fast forward and
channel repeat controls;
used 2 weeks; $450.00.
Call 7534548.









100 South 13 Street
Flies. Roaches
Sliver Fish it Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
24 Miscellaneous








21" RCA console color
TV. $150.00. Call 753-
2392.
CB RADIO, Pace 123A, 23
channel, two months
old. Plus trunk lid
mount. Hustler antenna,
$150.00. Will install. Call
753-9845 after Sp. m.
27 Mobile Home Sr
1973 12 x 70 GUERDON, 2
bedroom bath and half,
carpeted, air con-
ditioned, underpinning.
Call 753-8045 after 6 p.
m.
1974 ATLANTIC 12 x 65 on
large private lot with




Must see! Located about
31/2 miles from Murray,
Phone 753-6809 or 492-
8120.




1969 WARRIOR 12 x 60, 3





WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.





ifith Street. Call 753-
3855.
12 x 65, TWO BEDROOM
trailer, also nice 2 :
bedroom brick home, :
washer and dryer hook-;
up, ihots of closet spacee.
On nice lot. Phone 753-
4726.
ONE 12 x 55 trailer. Also
one efficiency apart-
ment. Must apply in
person only. 413
Sycamore Street or at
Dill Electric.
12 x 50 TWO BEDROOM





after 6 p. m. or 753-8835
anytime.
Rt. 5 • Bel 202A
lientee, Ky. 42025
Plww:
Off., 3544140 Res., 3544520
Charming cottage on one acre.
Living room. dining area, and
kitchen combinated with large
fire place in living room.
Paneled throughout with brick
wall in living room. One large
bedromn with one bath. Ie :211
outside recreation building
with BBQ grill and % bath for
parties or family get
together& Perfect for couples
or batchelors. Located on
Faxen Rd. off Hwy. 94. Price
$15,000.
One of the bed busineines in
Aurora, Ky. Restaurant only
2% years old. Excellent gross.
Lends itself to most any kind
of operation. Work in simmer
close in winter or open all year
long. Shown by appointment.
Priced Reduced-Offers Considered
509 S. 6th Street. REDUCED to $15,500
This extra well built, all electric, 2 bedroom
brick with large living room, kitchen, bath,
utility and good closet space is near downtown
and is an ideal low cost home for a small family.
It is "Estate Owned" and must be sold. Call us
for viewing and make an offer while it is still
available.
C. 0. BONDURANT REALTY
Buying or Selling-Coll Us First

































































































345 after 6 p.






























also nice 2 :
brick home, ;
ind dryer hook-
























tg room_ One large
I,th one bath x21
creation building




off Hwy 94. Price
be businesses in
, Restaurant - only
Id Excellent gross
I to most any kind
n. Work in summer
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29 Mob,le Home Rentals
ALL ELECTRIC
MOBILE home, porch,
small park, well lighted,
single occupancy
$65.00. Call 753-8216 after
5.




limits but will consider
city. Call 753-5934
anytime, or 7 53-87 211
after 6 p. m.
32 Apartments For Rent
THREE ROOM un-
furnished apartment.




















in country, $22.00 weekly
or $75.00 monthly also
near campus. Nice 3
room apartment $85.00











ments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Photos 753-51165




for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Phone 753-
5165 days or 753-5106
after 6 p. se.
FURNISHED APART-







Call 753-5898 after 5:30 p.
m.
BLACK ANGUS
HEIFERS, bred to a
black Angus bull. All full
stock. Call 753-9390 or
753-1348.
38 Po*
SELLING OUT. I am
selling my entire kennel
of nice AKC registered








Poodles. Also have some
beautiful puppies.












dogs. One black and tan







Two months old. Black
and tan. Call 435-4380





and can be erected in 15
minutes. 8x 16 x 7 and 5
x 14 x 6. For all your















The City of Murray will accept bids on
curb and gutter construction in the
Douglas Community at the City Clerk's of-
fice in City Hall until S p.m. on January 22,
1976. Design specifications may be ob-
tained at the clerk's office.
41/
I WAS COMING OVER 'TO YOUR
HOUSE WILSON WA 5 1_001.41 N-G
OVER H15 1040 TAX FORM , 100.11
41 Pub
BARGAIN BARN, 13th
and Main, Saturday, 9 a.







Talent, and Ronnie Pea
would like to thank you
for making 1975 a very
good year for them. And
also invite you to call on
them at anytime for





located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
LOOK WHAT $25,900 will
buy! Neat 2 or 3







Come by or call 753-8080,
BOYD-MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 105 N. 12th.
EXCELLENT 3 bedroom
brick home close in to
Murray, carpeted,
range, refrigerator,
good condition; also has
a 30 x 32 strong steel
building with 2-10'
overhead doors. A nice
place to live and have
your business, price is
only $37,500. Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 South
12th, 753-3597.
START THE New Year
with some land of your
own near Kentucky
Lake. We have some
very choice five acre
tracts on a black top
road (Kirby Jennings
Trail) near Hamlin, Ky.
These can be purchased







The Squash Blossom is having the end of the






St Belts SO% off
All
Wrought Iron












107 N. 4th St.




sonnel at Guy. Spami
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by
the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
45. Farms For Sale
20 ACRE FARM FOR
sale. 1/2 Mile off Shady
Grove Road, 5 miles
from Puryear. $6500.
Call 901-247-5316.
46 Homes For Sale
70 ACRES ON Highway
121, 2 miles East of
Farmington. With a 3
bedroom, 11/2 baths,
fully carpeted 12 x 65
mobile home, with air
condition, has heat and
city water. Also a






large family room with








FOR SALE BY OWNER:
Three bedroom brick
home. Exceptioanlly
nice living room and den
with white shag carpet.
Full wall distinctive
rock fireplace in sunken
den. 200 x 105 corner lot.
For appt. call 753-8850
(M-F 8:30-4:30). Ask for
Lisa.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2




rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.
$26,500, 401 N. 10th St. 753-
0690
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.




XL 254 HONDA 1975, 2
helmets, 2 seta of tires.
Also trailer with it, and
mag wheels. Call 753-
9859
FOR SALE 1975 550 (,'C




48 ' .r sewce
FOUR CHEVROLET
pickup mag wheels and
tires. Call 753-7219.
TRUCKLOAD TIRE Sale.
4 ply polyester. White
wall your choice A78x13,
C78x13 or 078x14 one
low price $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE tax Your
choice G78:14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price





plus $2.67 FE tax. Your
choice GR78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
Wide ones 4 ply
premium nylon with
white raised letters,
your choice G70x14" or
G60x14" one low price
$25.95 plus $2.97 FE tax.
Truck tires highway
tread 6 ply 700x15"
premium grades $22.54
plus $2.80 FE tax.
750x16" 8 ply premium
grade $29.15 plus $3 59.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
TN.
49 Uspo c Trucks
1949 FORD, clean,
$350.00. 1109 Circarama.
1975 VEGA GT like new,








Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rays 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1073 DODGE PICKUP,
club cab. Good con-
dition. Like new. Will
trade. Call 435-4503.
1974 BLACK AND WHTTE
LTD. Approximately
21,000 miles, power







tilt wheel, factory air
condition, rally wheels.
Call 753-5985
1986 NOVA AND 1972





Chevrolet 1963 ',1  ton
$375.00. Call 489-2595.
1974 MONTE CARLO
Landau. Black On black
with extra equipment.
Call 753 444 after 4:00 p.
m.
1918 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, 4 door. Clean,
good rubber. Call 753-
4072.
1W INTERNATIONAL
Scout. 4 wheel drive.







Ire MAVERICK, 1 door,
6 cylinder, aelltenutie,
power steering, Grabber
accents, vinyl Ma, new
tires. $1075 Perfect
Call 436-5389
4 9 o , , • . L.
LW CAMARO 327 four
speed, new 60's, 70's,







water pump. Red and
ready. Call 7534429.
1972 DATSUN pickup,






1873 VW KUPER Beetle.
Like tie*. Call 753-0530
after 5/. m.
1973 GRAND PRIX.
B ket seats, power and

















1974 CAMARO VS, Type
LT. Automatic, Air,
power steering and




after 5 p. m.












Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile









Call 7534827 or 753-9618.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.









work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to
New Concord. Gravel,
white rock and top soil
delivered anywhere.
Call ROW, 436-2505, open
7 days a week.
PLUMBING OR Electric,





patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum




efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 75341605.
SMALL HOME repairs
and alterations. Call 436-
2476 evenings.
CARPET INSTALLED








753-3897 or call Keith
Hayes Sales
Representative, 489-2488





402 N. 17th, 753-2498
anytime.
WILL BABYSIT in my
home anytime, 50 cents
per hour. Experienced.
Call 753-5057.
INSULATION - blown in
by SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free
estimates.
BABYSIT IN MY HOME,






Call 753-4124, South 4th

















struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.






vinyl roof. $20.00, free
pickup and delivery.
Day or night service
Call 753-2550.
TREE TOPPING, we do








of color and materials.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.m.
or weekends.
54 F•ro t
GREEN RUG and pad




months old, male and
female. Very friendly




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
Locust Grove -1½ acres, large 3-bedroom home
with central heat and air, fireplace, large family
room, 2 baths, large kitchen with built-ins,
draperies on city water and is new decorated.
Priced to $36,500.
At 5 Points-Large two story (formerly McClains
Grocery) Brick building with a 6 room, 4
bedroom and bath apartment. Gas heated, 2 win-
dow air conditioners, On a 115 i90 ft. lot. Call for
details.
907 Story Ave - Two, duplex apartments, central
heat and air, gas heat, 2 bedrooms per apart-
ment, 1 bath. May be purchased together or
separately, call 753-7724.
921 N. 16th - 4 unit apartment building, 2
bedrooms, bath, utility room, wall to wall carpet,
built-ins in kitchen. Really nice. Make offer.
1/2 miles west of Stella on 121 N. cozy 5 room, 2
bedroom and bath on an acre of land, drapes,
wall to wall carpets, TV tower, 1 window air con-
ditioner. $15,950.
1304 Olive, Beautiful brick, 12 room, 6 bedrooms,
4 baths, 21/2 car garage, ceiling radiant heat,
built-ins in kitchen, den, dining room, drapes,
carpets, and some wall paper. Property has ren-
tal income of $350 per month from apartment
building in rear of house. Asking price $65,000.
112 N. 10th St. - Good older home, gas heat, wall
to wall carpets, 6 rooms, 2 bedrooms, and bath on
a 65x 150 lot. $15,000.
121 South Fairview Acres, Brick, 7 room, 3
bedrooms, 1/2 bath on al, acre of land, central
electric heat and air, carpets, drapes, built-ins.
$38,500.
1806 Sherry Lane- Brick, 6 room, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, home with central heat and air, built-ins,
carpets, and drapes. $36,000.
230 South 15th Street, 7 room, 2 bedroom, I bath
frame home, gas heat, fireplace, on a 50 x 355 lot
Reduced to $18,500.
On Pottertown Road, 2 new Brick, 7 room, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, central heat and air, carpets,
built-ins, city water, each home is on a 2 acre lot.
Price reduced to $39,900 each.
On Butterworth Road, II mile South of Stella, 10
acre farm with home and 7 out buildings. Home
has 6 rooms, 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, basement, car-
pets, 2 fireplaces. Good outbuildings. Reduced to
77,500. 47 additional acres could be bought for
$39,000.
Canterbury Estates - 9 room, 4 bedroom, 2 bath
brick and frane home, drapes, wall to wall car-
pet, central gas and central electric air, built-ins
in kitchen, hook up for washer and dryer, den,
dining room, a good buy at $45,000.
On 280, 5 miles from town, on 2 acres, 7 room, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, 5
closets, drapes, some wall paper, wall to wall
carpets, den, drapes, fireplace, built-ins in kit-
chen, decor by Interiors by Edward, large 2 car
garage, new home. $43,500.
1905 Wiswell Road, Brick, 9 room, 3 bedrooms,
and 1/2 baths, built-ins, drapes, carpet, central
heat and air. $29,500.
1600 Sycamore Street - Brick, 10 room, 7
bedroom, 4 bath home, den, combination kitchen
and dining room, built-ins in kitchen, central gas
heat, central electric air, 2 car garage, private
entrance to up stairs, which rents for $300 per
month. Listed Price $62,000.
Sherwood Forest, Brick, 8 room, 4 bedroom, 2
bath, den, dining room, carpets, fireplace, cen-
tral gas heat and central electric air, built-ins in
kitchen, all this and more for only $42,500.
1510 Story - Brick, 11 room, 6 bedrooms, 4 baths,
basement, den, dining room, scads of storage
space. 2 fireplaces, carpets, drapes, built-ins in
kitchen and a large lot. Priced at only $55,000.
We have several good lake, county, and town lots for sole.
For location, size of lots and prices, call 753-7724.
Office Hours: 8 to 5 Monday thru Friday, Saturday 8 to 12
Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore Street Member of Multiple Listings Phone 1537124
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
Prentice Dunn, 753 5725
Jack Persall, 753-8961
tool D Cole, 753 9723
Guy Spann, 753-2406
Louise Baker, 753-2409





Wildy Paschall of Murray
Route One died this morning
at 4:20 at the Westview
Nursing Home. He was 72
years of age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a veteran of World
War II. Born April 24, 1903, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Noah Paschall
and Hattie Miller Paschall. He
was preceded in death by one
sister, Mrs. Lillian Copleand,
in July 1967.
Mr. Paschall is survived by
three sisters, Mrs. Cecil Carr,
Akron, Ohio, Miss Gertie
Paschall, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Asilee Vaughn, Clinton; five
brothers, Marvin, Clifton, and
C. F. Paschall, all of Murray
Route One, Hafford Paschall
of Murray Route Four, and
Ralph Paschall of Sullivan, Ill.
The funeral has been
scheduled for Sunday at two p.
in. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Elder Paul Poyner
officiating. Interment will be
in the Sinking Spring
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





James B. Mauney, age 63, of
Route One, Buchanan, Tenn.,
died Thursday at 7:45 a. m. at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at ten a. in. at
the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn. The body will
then be transferred to the
Lutz-Austell Funeral Home,
Shelby, N. C. Graveside
services will be held Monday
at seven a. m. at the Union
Baptist Church. Cemetery
there.
A native of Cleveland
County, N. C., Mr. Mauney
was born April 24, 1912, a son
of the late William White and
Ellen Bechtler Mauney. He
was married February 14,
1942, to the former Eleanor
Davis who survives.
Mr. Mauney was a member
of Masonic Lodge No. 89 of
Richburg, N. C., and was a
past district deputy grand
master. He was a Shriner and
a former longtime resident of
Fort Laven, S.C.
Survivors are his wife; one
daughter, Mrs. Judith Antholt,
Killeen, Texas; one son,
Patrick Mauney, Providence,
R. I.; four sisters, Mrs.
Frances McEntire, Shelby, N.
C., Mrs. Mildred Warlick and
Mrs. Marie Edwards,
Laveendale, N. C., and Miss
Inez Mauney, Charlotte, N.
C.; two brothers, Matthew





The funeral of Mrs. Mary
Ellen Nance, wife of C. B.
Nance, who died Tuesday in
Mobile, Ala. was conducted at
eleven a. m. today at the Byrn
Funeral Chapel, Mayfield.
James Shockley officiated
and burial was in the Far-
mington Cemetery.
Pallbearers were James R.
Cavitt, Billy Cavitt, Rodney
Newsome, James Ray Flood,
C. H. Watson, and Junior
Deakle.
Mrs. Nance, 49, was a
former resident of Far-
mington.
Besides her husband Mrs.
Nance is survived by her
mother, Mrs. Victor Rossie,
Wheelwright, Ky., a son,
Harry Collier, a brother, Joe
Flossie, Bowling Green, Ky.,
four sisters, Mrs. Vickie
Clark, Wheelwright, Mrs.
Isabelle Gibson, Mrs. Delores
Harris and Mrs. Vena
Newsome, all of Charlotte,
Mich. and one grandchild.
Mrs. Stewart Dies
Thursday; Funeral
To Be On Saturday
Mrs. Jennie M. Stewart of
Murray Route Eight died
Thursday at 11:30 a. in. at her
home. She was 89 years of age
and the wife of Charles C.
Stewart who died in 1938.
The deceased was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church at Sikeston,
Mo. Born January 5, 1887, in
Loogootee, Ind., she was the
daughter of the late James
Edward Williams and Sara
Hawley Williams.
Mrs. Stewart is survived by
one son, John P. Stewart of
Murray Route Eight, three
grandchildren, and three
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at 10:30 a. in. at
the chapel of the Welsh
Funeral Home, Sikeston, Mo.,
with burial to follow in the
Sikeston Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
Welsh Funeral Home,
Sikeston. The local
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Final Rites Today
For Mr. Browder
Ford Says Demo Hopefuls Will
Have To Do Battle In Primaries
Final rites for Charles
Thomas (Tom) Browder of
Panorama Shores, Murray
Route Five, are being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the White-Ranson
Funeral Home, Union City,
Tenn., with Rev. William
Evans officiating. Burial will
be in the East View Cemetery
there.
Mr. Browder, age 71, died
Wednesday at 6:20 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He had retired in
1971 as owner of the Browder
Chevrolet Company, Union
City, Tenn., and moved to
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dorothy Snow Sumner
Browder, Murray Route Five;
one son, Charles A. Browder,
and two grandchildren, Mrs.
Jen Ray Gearhart and Tom
Browder, Fulton; one brother,
Harold Browder, Dyer, Tenn.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford says
contenders for the Democratic
presidential nomination will
have to do battle in the
primaries if they hope to have
a chance.
He ruled out a possible bid
by Hubert Humphrey, unless
the senator from Minnesota
announces his candidacy soon
and gets into primary action.
"The Democrats would be
reluctant to nominate a
candidate who hasn't been
fighting in the precincts and
out in the states," Ford said.
The Kentucky Democrat
made his comments during a
taping of the WLEX TV news
show, "Your Government,"
which will be broadcast at
noon Sunday.
While Ford favors holding a
presidential primary in
Kentucky, he said he could not
endorse any of the Democrats
currently in the race.
"It would be a detriment to
me in trying to promote
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Climb into the new Scout Terra' 41 76, Roomy in the
cob, but loon on the outside, for better off-rood moriesrver-
ability than any full-sird primp. And Ws no mini. Ws
ready to haul a ton on the double-walled, sis.foot bed. The
ltd-inch whoePbase and rot spring suspension give an
•nra-sersocith ride, and selective flor-wheell drive lets you
master the burro terrain_ hie ripht.sited
pickup Priced to fit your budget.
Scout the America others pass by.
Soo your bototuothistd Illurviostor Dealer.
Taylor Motors, Inc.
So. 4tle St. 753-1372
The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hold regular
worship services on Sunday,
January 18, at eleven a. in. at
6:45 p. in. with the pastor, Bro.
Lawson Williamson, speaking
at both services.
"Lead Me" will be the
special selection to be sung by
the Adult Choir at the morning
services. Tommy Scott is the
director, Mrs. Roger Cooper,
the pianist, and Mrs. Jim
Neale, the organist.
The Youth Choir will meet
at 5:30 p. m. and will sing in
the evening service which will
be opened with a baptismal
service.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m. and Church Training at
six p. m.
Bun Wilkerson will serve as
deacon of the week. Nursery
workers will be Mrs. Martha
Matheny, Mrs. Susie
Matheny, Mrs. Gracie
Holland, Mrs. Loretta Adams,
Mrs. Betty McKinney, and
Mrs. Gladys Williamson.
Bro. Charles Blair from the
Mid-Continent College,
Mayfield, will be the guest
teacher for the January Bible
study on the book of Hosea for
the adults at the church on
Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday from seven to nine
p. m. Classes for all age
groups will be held.
Hyatt Regency
projects good for Kentucky,"
he said. "There are a number
of candidates and I don't want
to alienate any of them."
Ford said Washington Sen.
Henry Jackson seemed to be
leading the field "in the




Ford was asked some
questions of a personal nature,
including whether he has an
"image maker." He said he
does not.
"If I did it would be my wife,
who helps me pick out my
clothes," he said, "but no one
tells me what kind of rouge or
lipstick to wear. If I wore that
my constituents would worry
about me and I'd worry about
myself."
Referring to the transition
from governor to senator,
Ford said, "I lost my car, I
lost my security, I lost my
airplane, I lost the bill to get a
suit pressed — a few things
like that, and I'm on my own
now."
The senator also noted he
was wearing "last year's
suit."
Ford denied rumors that his
health is poor, and said he
would receive the results of
his annual checkup from Dr.
Michael DeBakey this week,
and would make them public.
Dr. Prue Kelly To "I feel like I'm in good
Speak At Nursing
Meeting On Monday
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP ) —
State Fire Marshal Warren
Southworth has inspected
plans for Louisville's Hyatt
Regency Hotel and said he
believes any problems with a
proposed 17-story open lobby
can be "worked out."
Louisville Fire Marshal
Merle Brown recently refused
to approve the design on the
basis of fire and building regu-
lations he interpreted as pro-
hibiting unenclosed structures
higher than three floors.
Hyatt representatives and
some Louisville Building and
Housing Inspection officials
feel the hotel probably would
comply with codes on the basis
of overall fire safety.
Southworth said Thursday it
will take "some time" to study
plans for the hotel, which will
be built on state property in






sponsored by the Murray
Calloway County Hospital,
will be held Monday, January
19, at 730 p.m. in the hospital
conference room.
Dr. Prue Kelly, Radiologist
at the Murray Calloway
County Hospital, will be
speaking on the recent ad-
vances in radiological studies
(nuclear medicine and
mammography).
Dr. Kelly received his B. S.
Degree from Georgetown
Kentucky College; graduated
from University of Louisville
Medical School;„ received his
internship at Medical Center,
Columbus, Georgia; and his
residency at University of
Kentucky Medical Center,
Lexington.
All community and hospital
nurses are invited to attend, a
spokesman said.
shape all the time... I never
had more energy in my life,"
he said.
He said he will run for re-
election in 1980 if his health
remains good. Asked who he
expects to oppose him, he
replied, "That's a long way in
the future — I hope no one."
Ford also commented on
legislation in several areas.
He said he believes Congress
will approve General Revenue
Sharing, and that he will vote
for it.
He also said strip-mine-
control legislation is dead for
this session of Congress. He
said foreign policy should be
to stay out of the conflict in
Angola, which he called "a
tribal war," and added he
would not support aid to
Angola.
Ford said he believes in
deregulation of the price of
natural gas to give explorers
an incentive.
He said the latest word he
has is that there will be
enough fuel for this winter, but
added deregulation is the




Dr. BW Whittaker, pastor,
will be the speaker at the
regular worship services at
the First Baptist Church on
Sunday, January 18, at 10:45
a.m. and seven p.m.
"Why Join the Church?"
will be the subject of the
morning sermon with the
scripture from Acts 18:24-28.
The evening sermon topic will
be -Untouchable!" with
scripture from Luke 5:12-13,
27-32.
Stanford Andrus, deacon of
the week, along with Bro. G.
T. Moody, minister of
education, and Bro. Edward
Walsh, minister of youth, will
assist in the morning services.
The Adult Choir, directed by
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
of music, with Mrs. John
Bowker as organist, will sing
"Sing, Make A Joyful Sound"
and "Guide Us Through the
Night" at the morning ser-
vices.
Special music for the
evening services will be the
selection, "Take Up Your
Cross and Follow Me" by the
Sugar and Spice group.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be Glen Grogan,
Kim Trevathan, B. C. Grogan,
Hillard Rogers, Allen Moffitt,
Harold McCreery, and Randy
Cunningham.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be
Mesdames Dale Cochran,
Mike Robertson, Edward
Walsh, Larry Bell, B. C.
Grogan, and Karl Hussung,
Misses Karen Bailey, Donna
Bailey, Jann Washer, Janie
Washer, and Julie Billington,
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Holland.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. The Lutreach Directors
will meet at six p.m. Sunday in
the church parlor, and
deacons will meet at eight
p.m. Sunday.
King Birthday Celebrated
1,500 Persons In Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (A?) —
"Martin Luther King was one
of the greatest people to walk
this planet earth," Dick
Gregory told an estimated
1,000 to 1,500 persons who
gathered to celebrate King's
birthday.
"Years from now when the
mighty nations will be gone
and forgotten, he and men
with his ideals and leadership
will still be here," Gregory
said.
The unsmiling comedian
and civil rights activist had
led the crowd in a peaceful but
spirited march through
downtown Louisville.
The marchers carried signs
and banners that read "Defeat
Racism in Louisville," "Keep
the Dream Alive — Keep the
Buses Rolling" and "Black
and White Unite to Fight
Racism."
They sang "We Shall
Conn Judgment
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
A circuit judge has forbidden
RE. Conn, operator of Conn
Hearing Aid Center, to adver-
tise himself as a "certified
hearing aid audiologist."
The state attorney general's
Consumer Protection Division
contended in a suit against
Conn that Kentucky law sets
out specific requirements for
"audiologists," and that Conn
is covered under a separate
statute for "hearing aid
dealers and fitters."
Conn said he is a member of
the National Hearing Aid
Society and that the group has
the right to describe its mem-
bers as "certified hearing aid
audiologists," and that the
term "audiologist" has tradi-
tionally been used to describe
hearing aid dealers.
Jefferson Circuit Judge
Richard A. Revell ruled Thur-
sday that the use of the term
"audiologist" in describing
Coon's services was "decep-
tively misdescriotive."
On Strike
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) —
About 350 members of Boil-
ermakers Local 568 have gone
on strike in a wage dispute
with Paducah Marine Ways
Co., a maker of towboats
The union voted Thursday to
reject a company contract of-
fer. The old contract expired
at midnight.
Gene Taylor, a company
spokesman, said no new nego-
tiations have been scheduled.
Overcome" and other protest
songs. No incidents were
reported during the police-
escorted parade.
Gregory, who was treated
Thursday morning for a back
problem, said after the march
and his speech at the Jefferson
County Courthouse that he will
check into a Boston hospital
this week for further treat-
ment.
At the courthouse rally,
Gregory blasted American
leaders for hypocrisy. He
spoke breifly on court-ordered
busing for school
desegregation, a subject that
has caused unrest in Jefferson
County since a desegregation
plan went into effect last
September.
"America's got a lot of
hangups, but the big hangup
isn't busing, it's the niggers on
the bus," Gregory told the
group. "We didn't ask to be
bused. We only asked for
equal education.
"I'm sick and tired of living
in a nation that teaches one
thing and does another," he
said. "I would say to white
America in this bicentennial
year, 'Be honest with us. If
you don't want to be fair with
us, at least be honest.'
"If white America was
treated for three days the way
black Americans have been
treated for 200 years, they'd
tear this country down,"
Gregory said. "In 200 years
we've come a long way. We
just want America to know in
its bicentennial year that
black people are not its
problem. You've been our
problem."
Others participating in the
march and rally included
Bernard Lee, of Atlanta, Ga.,
executive vice-president of the
SCLC, and the Rev. Charles
Kentucky Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Sen. Frank (lurch. D-Idaho,
is scheduled to address the
Kentucky Press Association at
luncheon Saturday as the
group concludes its three day
annual convention.
A scheduled speech by Gov.
Julian Carroll today was can-
celled because of the gover-
nor's minor surgery Thur-
sday. Speakers today included
Montgomery Curtis, vice
president of Knight-Ridder
Newspapers and Jack Baker
of the Indiana University
School of JournalLsm
After officers are elected
Saturday morning, the group
Kirby, president of the
ICSCLC.
Louisville Mayor Harvey I.
Sloane proclaimed Thursday
Human Relations Day in
honor of the 47th anniversary
of King's birth. The Kentucky
General Assembly also took
the day off to honor King.
At a dinner Thursday night,
the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference
named Kentucky IA. Gov.
Thelma Stovall as the
recipient of the Martin Luther
King Jr. "Woman of the
Year" award.
Mrs. Stovall, the state's first
woman lieutenant governor,
was being honored for her
work in women's rights, SCLC
officials said.
Douglas Civic Club
To Meet On Monday
The Douglas Civic
Improvement Club will meet
Monday, January 19, at seven
p.m. at the Community Center
on North Second Street.
All members and interested
persons are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.
Carroll Asking Legislators'
Help On Two State Projects
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll is asking
Kentucky legislators to back
spending of $25 million to help
pay for two state projects.
Carroll noted Thursday that
bond issues had been author-
ized by the date Property and
Buildings Commission for a
$22.2 million Kentucky Horse
Park at Lexington and projec-
ts totaling $50 million at Com-
monwealth Convention Center
and the State Fair and Ex-
position Center in Louisville.
"Neither of these bond
issues have been sold," the
governor said.
He said he had written to the
chairmen of Kentucky's
House and Senate ap-
propriations committees —
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
and Sen. Delbert Murphy, I)-
Owensboro — asking support
for his plan.
He said in his letters that
current revenue projections
for the facilities "indicate
there will be inadequate
revenue generated to retire
the bonds.
"Therefore, I am proposing
in the 1976-78 executive budget
to allocate $10 million from the
capital construction fund for
the Kentucky Horse Park, re-
ducing the required $22.2 mil-
lion bond issue to $12.2 million.
"With the bond issue
reduced to this level, revenues
generated by the horse park
would be more than adequate
to amortize (pay off) the bon-
ds over the life of the issue,"
he said.
Carroll also said he would
propose to use $15 million
from the capital construction
fund for construction of the
convention center, which he
said in the letters would
reduce the "proposed bond
issue from $50 million to $35
million.
"The allocation of $25
million to these two major
projects will save the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky ap-
proximately $50 million in in-
terest cost over the life of the
bond issue.
"In your forthcoming
review of this proposal, should
you conclude as I have that
this is a proper state respon-
sibility, I hope that you will
give it your support," Carroll





Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr.,
is now the new pastor of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. He is from
Memphis, Term., and started
his ministry here on January
4.
'"fhe Will of God" will be
the subject of his sermon at
the eleven a.m. worship
services on Sunday, January
18.
The church choir, directed
by Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr., with
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist,
will sing the selection, "FW
My Cup Lord."
The sermon topic for the
services at six p.m. Sunday
will be "Blessed Are The Poor
In Spirit."
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. Sunday.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.1
no change. Below dam 314.7
down 2.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2
up 0.2. Below dam 321.0 down
2.0.
Sunset 5:03. Sunrise 7:09.
Moon rises 3:54 p. m., sets
6:28a. m. Friday.
Miss Your Papef!
Selma-lbws who hove not
received their Immo-
delivered copy of The
Murray Ladimr & Times by
5:30 p. m. ere urged to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p. m to insure
delivery of Hi. newspaper.
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After having completed three terms as your Cir-
cuit Court Clerk I would like to take this means of
thanking people of Calloway County for having
given me the opportunity to serve you eighteen
years. I tried to serve you with the best of my ability
and you gave me wonderful cooperation. I am sure
that at times I failed to do what I should have done,
but all in all I did the best I could do and you people
seemed to understand.
I hope this will be sufficient thanks to the most
wonderful people in the world.
Sincerely,
James H. Blalock
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